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Abstract  
Nowadays, an increasing demand for Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA) was recorded 
every year especially in the developed country. Besides the ageing population factor, 
advancement in TKA technology accelerates the demand for procedure especially in 
younger patients. This trend, however, resulted in a higher number of TKA failure 
recorded primarily contributed by younger patient due to active daily lifestyle. 
The ligament balance, which is a crucial parameter for the success of TKA only 
qualitatively assessed in a manner of subjective "feel" of the surgeon. Thus, the goal 
of this study is to develop a force distribution measurement system based on pressure-
sensitive conductive rubber. 
The force distribution system is composed of force sensor, signal acquisition and 
force display unit. Three possible force sensors, specifically designed based on 
individual prosthesis were proposed and individually evaluated. The final force sensor 
design consists of two thin sheets of pressure-sensitive conductive rubber (PCR) 
sandwiched between a set of horizontal and vertical electrodes, and a tibial insert 
sensor case modeled from a specific prosthesis to hold the PCR-electrodes 
components together. A set of horizontal and vertical electrode consists of 16 
horizontal and 8 vertical conductive tracks that made up 128 sensing elements on each 
side of tibial condyles. A sensing element is defined as an intersection point between 
the horizontal and the vertical conductive track. Two sensor cases were developed 
based on posterior stabilized mobile bearing (MB) and fixed bearing (FB) prosthesis. 
PCR plays an important role in the sensing mechanism as it controls the amount of 
current passing through the horizontal and vertical electrodes. The PCR size adopted 
was 22.0 × 20.0 mm2 with 1.0 mm thickness, with an effective sensing area of 
18.5 × 18.5 mm2 for mobile bearing prosthesis and 19.7 × 18.4 mm2 for fixed bearing 
prosthesis. An experiment was conducted to investigate the creeping characteristics of 
the PCR. A constant 100 N compressive force was applied on the PCR for 300 
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seconds. The results showed a decreasing voltage pattern of the sensing elements with 
respect to time. Further investigation found the results were influenced by the load 
cell that showed decreasing force pattern over time—affected by the jigs used in the 
experiment. A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post hoc test 
performed showed the percentage force differences of the sensing elements were 
smaller than the percentage force differences of the load cell (p < 0.05). 
An experiment was also carried out to test the stress relaxation characteristics of the 
PCR. Five different forces ranging from 20 N to 200 N were individually applied to a 
new PCR at a specific time interval between 1 to 5 minutes for each cycle. The results 
show minor voltage changes with different relaxation time. It was also found that each 
PCR had a different response to the applied force believed to be affected by the 
density of conductive filler within the vicinity of each sensing element. PCR 
calibration was carried out to find the relationship between the applied force and 
voltage. Cubic spline interpolation and back propagation neural network (BPNN) was 
adopted to fit the force–voltage curve. A one-way ANOVA performed showed no 
significant difference (p > 0.05) between the methods. Thus, the cubic spline was 
opted for its simplicity over BPNN.  
Eight in vitro malalignment experiments were performed at 0° extension and 90° 
flexion to study intraoperative forces and kinematics of MB and FB prosthesis. 
The results showed different kinematics between the two prostheses in extension and 
flexion. Small lateral posterior femoral rollback (PFR) movement of the MB 
prosthesis center of gravity (COG) was observed from extension to flexion. On the 
contrary, the COG of FB prosthesis showed significant medial PFR of 9.53 mm 
posteriorly and lateral PFR of 11.07 mm posteriorly. In neutral position, the medial 
load share was 49% for MB prosthesis and 51% for FB prosthesis. Upon malrotation, 
self-alignment mechanism of MB prosthesis plays its role, but only to some extends 
during extension and flexion. It was also found that the force distribution was better in 
FB prosthesis. Varus resulted in greater net force on the medial condyle in extension 
and flexion for both MB and FB prostheses. On the contrary, greater net forces on 
lateral condyle were observed during valgus in extension and flexion of the two 
prostheses. Anteroposterior and mediolateral translation, however, did not affect the 
MB prosthesis as much as it affects FB prosthesis.  
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In conclusion, the developed force distribution system was able to quantitatively 
measure the musculoskeletal forces and its corresponding location indicated by the 
COG of the measured force. The system has also successfully demonstrated the 
ability to evaluate the MB and FB prosthesis kinematics. The encouraging results 
obtained thus opens a possibility to expand the research on the in vivo and clinical 
study that may consequently improve the TKA ligament balance upon successful 
results. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction  
The history of modern knee replacement surgery dated back in the early 1970's. 
By 1974, the advancements of the procedure notched up to a level where 
patellofemoral joint replacement and either preserving or sacrificing cruciate ligament 
had become a common practice [1], [2]. The majority of the instrumentation in the 
orthopedic surgery consists of mechanical tools such as saws and drillers to correct or 
repair bony structures. Since then, the procedure continues to evolve with more 
advance surgery techniques, instrumentations and prostheses design. These 
advancements are motivated by the high success rate achieved among those who 
undergoing total hip arthroplasty (THA) [3]–[5]. Nowadays, these mechanical tools 
are still mainly used in the orthopedic operating room with some improvements in 
their design, functionality and complexity.  
In the recent decades, the introduction of computer-assisted surgical navigation 
(CASN) system provides real-time navigation inside the knee is hoped to further 
assist surgeons and at the same time increases the success rate of the procedure in 
long term run. However, there were different feedbacks received from researchers on 
the practicality of this system. Some researchers agree that the system provides the 
surgeons with good information and therefore improve the prosthesis alignment     
[6]–[8]. There is also a group of researcher that found no significant improvement 
between total knee arthroplasty (TKA) performed with conventional and CASN    
[9]–[11]. Burnett et al. [10] in their latest paper further pointed out the CASN system 
increased the duration of surgery that is unfavorable for the surgeon. Although there 
are promising improvements of using CASN over conventional TKA, a lot of money 
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needs to be invested for the procurement, training and maintenance of the system. 
From these researches and feedbacks, majority of surgeons and hospitals are reluctant 
to accept the use of CASN as a standard procedure in TKA.  
In current conventional and CASN methods, the information used to perform the 
surgery is mainly restricted to geometrical parameters of the bone. In combination 
with the geometrical parameter, the surgeon usually performed soft-tissue release to 
adjust the force imbalance using their individual skills of the balanced knee. Many 
studies have been conducted by researchers to find a way to measure this important 
biomechanical parameter quantitatively. However, currently there is a limited number 
of in vivo data available on the stresses or forces acting on the knee during TKA.  
1.1 Dissertation Objectives and Structure 
The primary goal of this research is to develop a force distribution measurement 
system for measuring the forces acting on the tibial insert of the prosthesis. 
The ability to provide quantitative knowledge of intraoperative forces will allow 
greater understanding and specifically benefit personnel and patient in the orthopedic 
industry. The ability of the device to provide in vivo data will create chances to 
improve the surgical procedure, reduce revision surgery and consequently help to 
boost performance of the prosthesis for individual patients.  
The secondary goal of current research is to study the kinematics of two different 
types of prostheses—mobile and fixed bearing prosthesis using the developed system. 
The parameters such as contact point and force applied during various malalignment 
conditions can be determined, thus contributing a quantitative in vivo data. These data 
can further be used as a stepping stone for more complex study in the near future. 
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In order to achieve the outlined goals, this research has been carried out in four 
phases outlined below.  
i. Develop a force sensor based on the pressure-sensitive conductive rubber 
(PCR) that is able to measure not only the applied force, but also its 
corresponding location. 
ii. Study a suitable algorithm to estimate the voltage-force relationship of the 
PCR. 
iii. Develop a graphical user interface to represent and provide useful 
information with respect to the measured force. 
iv. Perform experiments to investigate the performance of the developed force 
distribution measurement sensor system with mobile and fixed bearing 
prosthesis, indirectly measure individual kinematics the prostheses.  
 
In chapter 1, a brief overview of the research background is presented. The research 
objective and steps are highlighted, followed by explanation on the layout of this 
dissertation. Chapter 2 discusses the knee anatomy and its biomechanics. Along the 
way, previous research in the area of interest is reviewed. Chapter 3 presents the force 
measurement principles and discusses the force sensor distribution measurement 
system, including the proposed design, adopted algorithm and the system graphical 
user interface. Chapter 4 explains the calibration methods of the force sensor, 
followed by experiments with mobile and fixed bearing prostheses, and the 
corresponding results that are presented in chapter 5. Finally, chapter 6 summarizes 
the research findings and possible improvements of current force distribution 
measurement sensor system.   
Chapter 2 Background Study 
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Chapter 2 
Background Study  
2.1 Knee 
2.1.1 Anatomy  
The knee is a unique, relatively the largest and most complex joint in the human body 
composed of bones, tendons, ligaments and muscles. The knee joint system always 
viewed as a combination of patellofemoral and tibiofemoral joints. The illustration of 
the knee joint is shown in Figure 2.1. 
The patellofemoral joint consists of the patella and the femur. The patella is a bone 
located on the anterior side of the knee, connected to the femur by quadriceps and to 
the tibia by patellar tendon. This small flat triangular bone provides protection to the 
knee in the coronal plane. The patellofemoral joint supports the extension and flexion 
movement of the knee, where the patella being the footing transmission of forces.  
The tibiofemoral joint consists of the femur and the tibia. These two bones are 
connected by a complex ligament system that are working together to provide joint 
stability. A ligament is a band of tough, fibrous connective tissue that joins one bone 
to another bone around a joint. There are four main ligaments that comprise of a pair 
of cruciate ligaments and a pair of collateral ligaments around the knee joint.  
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Anterior cruciate ligament (ACL) sits in the middle of the knee joint that run 
diagonally connecting the anterior of the tibia to the posterior of the femur. Posterior 
cruciate ligament (PCL) also runs diagonally, but in the different direction crossing 
the ACL connecting the posterior of the tibia to the anterior of the femur. Anterior and 
posterior cruciate ligaments restricted the anterior and posterior tibial displacement 
relative to the femur.  
 
Medial collateral ligament (MCL) is found on the medial side of the knee 
connecting the femur and tibia. Lateral collateral ligament (LCL) is the opposite of 
MCL that connects the femur and fibula on the lateral side of the knee. The primary 
function of this ligaments pair is to resist and stabilize the knee joint from any internal 
and external forces. These ligaments help to restrain the knee movement from side to 
side which are also known as the varus and valgus. 
The distal of femur and the proximal of the tibia where the bones joint together are 
covered by smooth white tissue called articular cartilage. The structure protects and 
allows the bone to glide freely over each other with very little friction. Between these 
bones, two C-shaped rubbery cartilages formed medial and lateral meniscus that acts 
as a shock absorber by dispersing the compressive forces over the entire of the tibial 
plateau.  
 
Figure 2.1. The knee joint is composed of femur and tibia, ligaments, tendon and muscles. 
(a) Front view of right knee (b) Side view of right knee 
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2.1.2 Biomechanics  
In the knee joint, motions take place in all three planes—coronal, sagittal and axial 
planes. There are six possible degrees of freedom (DOF), three rotations and three 
translations. Flexion-extension, adduction-abduction and internal-external are the 
three DOF rotation movements while mediolateral, anteroposterior and proximodistal 
are the other three DOF that are known as translation movements. These movements 
are illustrated in Figure 2.2. 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2. Six degrees of freedom of the knee in the imaginary axis across coronal, sagittal 
and axial planes [12].  
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 Extension and flexion allow movement of the femoral and tibial bones in the 
sagittal plane. The axis of rotation centered on the fixed x–axis about the femoral 
bone. These motions are the greatest for the tibiofemoral joint where a full extension 
to full flexion ranging from 0° to 140° [13]. During extension and flexion, the femoral 
and tibial move in a combination of rolling and gliding. The magnitude of this 
mechanism changes with increase flexion.  
Adduction and abduction motions occur in the coronal plane. The adduction is a 
motion where the leg is drawn medially toward the median axis of the body, whereas 
the abduction is a complimentary motion of the adduction. Rotation in coronal plane 
is about y–axis and affected by the joint position in the sagittal plane. The adduction 
and abduction increase with knee flexion up to 30° and the motions gradually 
decrease beyond 30°.  
Motion in the axial plane, internal and external rotation is about the z–axis along the 
tibia. Similar to the rotation in the coronal plane, internal and external rotations are 
affected by the amount of flexion and extension position. The range of rotation in the 
axial plane increases with extension to flexion position. The rotation achieves its 
maximum at 90° flexion and gradually decreases beyond this position.  
Anteroposterior is the most significant movement among the three translation 
motions. Anteroposterior and mediolateral motions allow movement of the femoral 
relative to the tibial bones in the axial plane. Range of motion of anterior and 
posterior translations are much greater than medial and lateral translations. 
The proximodistal motion allows the femoral movement proximally and distally from 
the tibia.  
Two important concepts derived from the six DOF of the knee described earlier—
posterior femoral rollback (PFR) and lift-off motion are crucial in understanding the 
biomechanics of the knee [14]. PFR is a posterior translation of femoral condyle by 
rolling and sliding relative to the tibia with increased flexion. From 0° to 120°, the 
PFR was about 20 mm. During rollback motion in a normal knee, the femoral medial 
condyle hardly moved but rather, the movement pivoted at medial condyle [15]–[18]. 
This phenomenon occurs due to asymmetrical geometry of the condyles where the 
size and radius of medial condyle is slightly larger than lateral condyle [16], [19], [20]. 
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The shapes of condyles are not identical from anterior to posterior region where the 
anterior radius is slightly larger than the posterior radius. This geometrical difference 
produced a screw-home mechanism where the external rotation of the tibia locks the 
knee during extension [13], [21]. Lift-off refers to a motion where one of the condyles 
is not in contact with the tibial plateau. This motion may occur either on medial or 
lateral condyle. The lift-off of medial condyle is known as valgus whereas the lift-off 
of lateral condyle is called varus.  
2.2 Total Knee Arthroplasty  
Total knee arthroplasty (TKA) or total knee replacement (TKR) is a procedure to 
alleviate pain and improve knee function by cutting out damaged areas and replacing 
the affected area with prosthesis. The procedure is generally performed on patients 
with severe osteoarthritis. Osteophytes may cause tightness and limit the range of 
movement in addition to significant pain and reduced quality of life [22], [23].  
Nowadays, TKA becomes a common procedure and increasing every year, 
especially in developed countries [24], [25]. In the USA alone, more than 719,000 
procedures were performed in 2010 and the number is projected to increase 4.8 times 
by 2030 [26], [27]. In the UK, 91,682 were reported from 2012 to 2013 [28] and more 
than 63,000 cases in Japan in 2008 [29]. With increasing number of TKA procedures 
reported, the number of revision surgery was consistently followed this trend. 
Rand et al. [30] reported that the failure rate among 11,606 cases of primary TKA 
between 1978 and 2000 was 9 % within 10 years, 16 % within 15 years, and 22 % 
within 20 years duration. Based on recent studies, 10% – 34% of patients suffer knee 
pain or other problems after TKA [31]–[33]. Bozic et al. [34] reviewed 60,355 
reported cases of revision surgery between 2005 and 2006 in the USA alone. 
The latest statistic from National Joint Registry, UK revealed that the 6,606 knee 
revisions were recorded in the country from 2012 to 2013 [35]. In the contrary, the 
number of revision cases was rarely reported in Asia, especially in Japan [36]. 
In Malaysia, a study by Zulkifly et al. [37] found 5.4% out of 94 patients had revision 
surgery within 12 years period. Statistically, revision surgery had a poor rate of 
success due to the complicated procedures [38], [39].  
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Age is the primary demographic factor affecting the risk of revision surgery. 
With advancement in overall procedure and implant design, younger patient between 
50 to 59 years were reported to have revision surgery, 2.5 times higher than those 
aged 60 years and older. The number further increased to 11.7 times higher for patient 
aged younger than 49 years compared to those aged 60 years or older [40]. Different 
causes of TKA revision were reported in recent literatures. Bozic et al. reported the 
most common causes of TKA revision in the USA were infection (25.2%), 
mechanical loosening (16.1%), and implant failure (9.7%). Hossain et al. reported top 
three main causes of TKA revision in the University College Hospital, London were 
infection (32.7%), aseptic loosening (14.9%), and polyethylene wear (12.3%). 
A study of five major referral hospitals in Hokkaido, Japan by Kasahara et al. [29] 
revealed mechanical loosening (40%), infection (24%), and wear/osteolysis (9%) 
were the main causes of TKA revision performed on 140 patients. 
Advances in technology and knowledge in knee mechanics have improved 
prostheses design, materials, tools and techniques used in the procedure. TKA 
component durability has reportedly exceeded 20 years [41]. Studies in the past 
revealed the prosthetic survivorship at least 90% at 10 years or more after prosthesis 
implantation [37], [42]–[52].  
2.2.1 TKA Prosthesis Design  
Typical design of TKA prosthesis is made of femoral component, tibial insert and 
tibial base plate as shown in Figure 2.3. Femoral component and tibial base plate are 
usually made of titanium or cobalt-chrome and the tibial insert is made of ultra high 
molecular weight polyethylene (UHMWPE). 
There are several types of TKA prosthesis with different design and target 
functionality. The most common designs are posterior cruciate-retaining (PCR), 
posterior stabilized (PS), mobile bearing (MB), and fixed bearing (FB) prosthesis as 
shown in Figure 2.3. Numerous studies have been conducted to show significance of a 
design over another, usually in a pair between PCR and PS prostheses and MB and 
FB prosthesis.  
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Figure 2.3. Different types of TKA prosthesis. Posterior stabilized prosthesis is identified by 
the post-cam mechanism between the tibial insert and the femoral component ((a) & (b)), 
while posterior cruciate-retaining is identified by the absence of post-cam mechanism ((c) & 
(d)). Mobile bearing prosthesis is identified by the mobility of the tibial insert on tibial plate 
((a) & (c)). Fixed bearing prosthesis is identified by the absence of mobility of the tibial insert 
that firmly attach to the tibial plate ((b) & (d)). Mobile and fixed bearing prosthesis may be 
posterior stabilized or posterior cruciate-retaining type. (picture adapted from DePuy Synthes, 
Warsaw, IN, USA). 
 
 
 
 
Femoral 
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Tibial insert
Tibial 
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In a healthy knee, the PCL plays an important role in determining the contact point 
during posterior femoral translation. This ligament is also the strongest ligament in 
maintaining the tibiofemoral joint mechanism during flexion. Discussion on the 
importance of the PCL in TKA has continued for decades, yet currently there is no 
single consensus on the superiority of PCR over PS prostheses [53], [54]. Researchers 
who prefer to salvage the PCL claimed the potential advantages includes minimal 
bone cut, natural knee kinematics, preserve the proprioception, PFR during flexion, 
and high stability where the PCL preserve its function in preventing anterior 
translation of the femur on the tibia [55]–[58]. The role of PCL is replaced by a 
coupled mechanism of tibial post and femoral cam in PS prosthesis. Potential design 
advantages include less complicated TKA procedure, greater stability, and superior 
range of motion [59]–[62].  
Normal knee flexion involve femoral external rotation in the range of 20°–29° from 
extension to about 120° flexion, centered at medial condyle [16], [19], [63], [64]. 
Conventional FB prosthesis does not have a specific mechanism for response to this 
rotation movement and resulted in increased contact stress at the anterior of medial 
condyle and posterior of lateral condyle. This issue promotes polyethylene insert wear 
thus reducing its lifetime. The MB prosthesis was introduced with designed that could 
possibly increase the range of motion (ROM), increased conformity between the 
femoral and tibial components, wider contact area and minimize wear due to axial 
rotation during flexion [52], [65], [66]. The MB prosthesis design was realized by 
allowing the tibial insert to smoothly rotate along the axial plane on the tibial base 
plate. The MB prosthesis motion is affected by the surrounding soft tissue in the knee 
joint [67]. One common concern of this design is dislocation [65]. Similar to PCR and 
PS, the discussion has been continued ever since without a clear winner in term of 
superior performance. Although encouraging long-term outcomes have been reported 
[68]–[70], no significant difference between the MB and FB prosthesis were found 
with respect to the clinical outcomes, e.g. range of motion, pain relief and durability 
of the prosthesis [52], [71]–[81] .  
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2.2.2 Ligament Balance and Measurement Techniques 
Among many factors, the success of TKA can be categorized into the prosthesis 
design, prosthesis alignment, ligament balance, and retention or sacrifice of the 
posterior cruciate ligament [58], [82]–[84]. In addition, many authors involved in this 
study agreed on the importance of ligament balance as a key to TKA success [5], 
[83]–[88]. 
A knee can be described as “balanced” when normal motion of the knee is not 
hindered by the soft tissue constraint, so that normal knee motion is allowed by the 
soft tissue envelope [23], [89], [90]. Ligaments such as the anterior and posterior 
cruciate prevent the femur from sliding backward and forward on the tibia. Femur 
movement from side to side is restrained by the medial and lateral collateral ligaments. 
Joint deformation may cause the knee to become unstable due to change in ligaments 
typically shortened on the concave side or elongated on the convex side. Ligament 
imbalance may cause force maldistribution at the tibiofemoral component, promoting 
implant wear at regions with higher force concentration [91]. This factor also leads to 
instability, substantial implant loosening and pain [4]. Fehring et al. [92] reported 
75 of 279 cases (27%) of revision were carried out within 5 years due to ligament 
imbalance. Babazadeh et al. [4] reported 9% of TKA revision where approximately 
half were related to ligament imbalance. Ligament balancing rectifies this problem by 
dissecting tight ligaments. 
Two popular knee replacement techniques, “measured resection” and “balanced 
resection” or also known as “gap equalization” which incorporate ligament balancing 
during operation have been reported in [4], [93]. The “measured resection” is a 
technique where the distal femur and proximal tibia are resected perpendicular to the 
mechanical axis of the femur and tibia. Then, soft tissue release is performed and 
balanced to obtain rectangular flexion and extension gaps. The “balance resection” 
differs from “measured resection” technique in that the distal femur and proximal 
tibia are cut first. Following resection, varus or valgus deformities are examined by 
applying symmetrical tension to the joint line in extension position. These deformities 
are corrected by ligament balancing. 
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A number of measurement systems have been developed and reported in the 
literatures to address ligament imbalance problem. These devices used different 
biomechanical parameters to rectify ligament imbalance such as extension gap [83], 
[93]–[95], compressive tibiofemoral forces [91], [96]–[99], and contact pressure 
[100]–[103].  
Matsumoto et al. [83], [94] have developed an improved mechanical tensor capable 
of measuring ligament balance and extension gap throughout range of motion with 
reduced patellofemoral and aligned tibiofemoral joint. The device also claimed to fit 
either cruciate retaining or posterior stabilized TKA prosthesis. The tensor consists of 
an upper seesaw plate, lower platform plate with a spike and an extra-articular main 
body. Joint distraction forces of this device ranging from 133.4 N to 356.1 N. 
Viskontas et al. [93] used a modified conventional balancer to incorporate four load 
cells called Computer Assisted Gap Equalization (CAGE). Winemaker et al. [95] 
evaluated the performance of tensor/balancer (Stryker Howmedica Osteonics, 
Allendale, NJ) in 83 consecutive TKAs which later concluded that the device 
provides comparable outcomes to conventional techniques with improved accuracy to 
measure gap and angular symmetry.   
Crottet et al. [91], [96] have developed a force sensing device capable of measuring 
ligament balance intraoperatively with reduced patellofemoral. The device consists of 
an individual sensitive plate in each condyle, and a tibial base plate. Each sensitive 
plate was designed to have three deformable bridges with thick-film piezoresistive 
strain gauges. The device has a measurement range of 0 N – 500 N.  
Within a series of 14 years development, D’Lima et al. [97]–[99] proposed their 
third generation of tibial prosthesis instrumented with force sensor and a telemetry 
system. The system was primarily designed to measure tibiofemoral compressive 
forces post-operative in vivo. The first generation incorporated one load cell in each 
of the four tibial tray quadrants capable of measuring axial load, location of the center 
of pressure (COP) and net distribution of forces on each condyle. The second 
generation used 12 strain gauges to measure strain in the tibial tray in response to 
three directions of forces and three moments acting on the tray. The latest generation 
focused on the miniaturization of the external power supply data acquisition system to 
a wearable belt pack weighted around 0.9 kg. Along the way, they studied ligament 
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imbalance intraoperatively, but found an extra 2 mm of force tibial insert to 
accommodate the force sensor contributed to the increase of net tibiofemoral forces.  
In 1997, Takahashi et al. [100] performed intraoperative pressure distribution 
measurement during TKA using Fuji pressure-sensitive film. In a related 
measurement concept, Wallace et al. [101] and Stukenborg et al. [102] measured the 
contact pressure using dual-array electronic pressure transducer (K-scan sensor, 
Tekscan Inc, Boston, MA). Wasielewski et al. [103] incorporated a pressure sensing 
matrix array (Novel Electronics, Inc, Munich, Germany) into a trial polyethylene (PE) 
insert by means of silicone adhesive.  
The many variations in methods and biomechanical parameters, however, suggest 
that the procedure has no actual biomechanical standard for interpreting ligament 
balance. Despite recent advances, surgeons still have no exact answer regarding 
ligament balance in TKA and its success still relies heavily on the subjective "feel" of 
the surgeon [41], [83], [86], [91], [104], [105]. In addition, none of the described 
devices actively use in TKA other than developed by Matsumoto et al. Thus, this 
dissertation was carried out in an attempt to address the ligament imbalance, 
motivated by the lack of current technology to quantitatively measure tibiofemoral 
forces intraoperatively during TKA.  
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Chapter 3 
Design and Measurement System 
3.1 Simplified Biomechanical of the Knee 
A simplified model of the knee joint and related forces in the coronal plane is shown 
in Figure 3.1. The forces acting on other planes (sagittal and axial) are neglected such 
as the forces contributed by the cruciate ligaments (anterior and posterior) and the 
patella tendon. As explained earlier in the previous chapter, one of the important keys 
to achieve a successful TKA is the ligament balance. In this model, four forces are 
assumed to play major role of the knee stabilization. Two of the forces are contributed 
by the medial collateral ligament, FML and the lateral collateral ligament, FLL. 
The other two forces are the contact forces acting on the medial tibial condyle, FMC 
and the lateral tibial condyle, FLC [96].  
In static equilibrium, the net forces and moments acting on the knee joint must 
equal zero. From the body diagram in Figure 3.2, the knee joint is in equilibrium 
when  0F  and  0M , 
 
  + FFF = F LLLCMCML 0   (3.1) 
LLLCMCML MMMM 0   (3.2) 
LLLLLCLCMCMCMLML FxFxFxFx 0   (3.3) 
 
where MML, MMC, MLC, and MLL are the moments produced by FML, FMC, FLC, and FLL.  
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Figure 3.1. Two-dimensional view of knee joint in coronal plane. Only four major forces are 
considered contributed by the collateral ligaments (FML and FLL) and the contact forces 
(FMC and FLC) on the tibial plateau. 
 
 
Figure 3.2. Free body diagram of the knee joint forces.  
 
Assuming the total distance of the lever is L i.e. distance between the collateral 
ligaments, the lever arms ix  i.e. ,,, LCMCML xxx  and LLx  are measured from the center 
of the lever at L/2. Hence, the equation in (3.3) becomes, 
 
 LLMLLCLCMCMC FF
L
FxFxM 
2
  (3.4) 
FML FLL
FMC
FLC
FML FLL
FMC FLC
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L
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where M is the net moment of the contact forces acting on the knee joint. Imbalance 
of the total moment will result in either varus or valgus of the knee joint. 
The ligament balance in TKA is supposedly to reduce the tension in collateral 
ligaments, FML and FLL. Since the magnitude of the tension cannot be directly 
measured, therefore the ligament balance depends on the contact forces, Fi and the 
lever arm of the contact forces, xi (i = MC and LC). In conclusion, the device must be 
designed to measure contact forces and their corresponding distance in relative to the 
tibial component for calculation of the resultant moment. 
3.2 Force Measurement Principles 
The force distribution measurement sensor system was composed of three parts—
force sensor, signal acquisition, and force display unit as shown in Figure 3.3. 
 
 
Figure 3.3. Force distribution sensor system architecture. 
 
A complete force sensor unit was assembled from three main components consisted 
of two thin sheets of pressure-sensitive conductive rubber, a set of horizontal and 
vertical electrodes and a tibial insert model to hold the components together. Each of 
the components is explained in the next subsection. 
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3.2.1 Pressure-sensitive Conductive Rubber 
Pressure-sensitive conductive rubber (PCR) is made of elastomer such as silicon 
rubber. An elastomer is originally a nonconductive type of material capable of 
retaining their original shape after being stretched to some extents. Under normal 
conditions, the molecules are irregularly coiled. When the force is applied up to the 
yield strength, the coiled molecules straighten out in the direction of applied force and 
instantly return to their original form upon force release. 
The insulation characteristic of an elastomer can be reduced to conductive type 
material without sacrificing their elasticity and flexibility by adding a sufficient 
amount of conductive fillers during the mixing process. Besides the type of 
conductive filler, electrical conductivity of a PCR is also affected by processing 
parameters such as rotor speed, temperature, mixing and vulcanization time       
[106]–[108]. Figure 3.4 shows the microscopic illustration of the PCR resistance 
principle. Without external force, conductive fillers are uniformly distributed all over 
the material volumes and positioned apart from each other. This situation, 
significantly contributes to large resistance and thus preventing electrical current from 
passing through the material. When an external force is applied to the PCR, however, 
deformation displaces conductive fillers, reducing separation between filler particles 
and forming a localized chain of contacts that reduce resistance, thus allow better 
electrical conduction [109]–[112].  
 
 
Figure 3.4. Microscopic illustration of conductive filler distributions inside the PCR upon 
deformation due to applied external forces. 
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3.2.2 Electrodes 
The PCR was sandwiched between the two layers (top and bottom) of electrodes. On 
each condyle, the top layer electrodes consisted of 8 parallel vertical lines of 
conductive tracks and the bottom layer electrode consisted of 16 parallel horizontal 
lines of conductive tracks. Crossing points between the horizontal and the vertical 
conductive tracks served as sensing elements that were responsible for sensing the 
voltage change during active state. To simplify the terms, the top layer electrode is 
referred as vertical electrodes (VE) and bottom layer electrode is referred as 
horizontal electrodes (HE). The sensing element (SE) is referred starting from the 
crossing point of VE1 and HE1 as SE1, then VE1 and HE2 as SE2 and so on until VE8 
and HE16 as SE128. Figure 3.5 illustrates the configuration of the force sensor. 
 
 
Figure 3.5. A force sensor configuration where the PCR is positioned between the vertical 
(VE) and the horizontal (HE) electrodes. Each crossing point between VE and HE is referred 
as sensing elements (SE). 
 
 
 3.2.3 Tibial Insert  
In this study, the force sensor was constructed bas
sample (Sigma Knee System
However, in real situations, the force sensor is intended for a specific patient. Hence, 
the design will be unique based on the model and size of
Two types of prostheses, posterior stabilized mobile and fixed bearing were 
adopted in this study. The models were scanned by a three
(ATOS, GOM Co. Ltd.) to produce three
manipulation (Figure 3.6). Rhinoceros 4.0 (McNeel Asia) was utilized to separate the 
model into top and bottom components to allow the 
 
Figure 3.6. (a) Mobile bearing insert (left) and its 3D computer model (right) and (b)
bearing inserts (left) and its 3D computer model (right).
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3.3 Force Sensor Design  
Three force sensor prototypes were designs based on the prostheses. All three designs 
share common concepts of measurement as detailed in Section 3.1.  
3.3.1 Design I 
The first design was inspired by the concept of flexible force sensor. The electrodes 
were made by etching the copper sheet into the desired electrode design. 
The electrodes that do not in contact with the PCR area were then laminated with 
plastic to protect the copper tracks from unnecessary contact that could lead to 
measurement error. Then the electrodes were attached to the sensor box (Figure 3.7 
(a) and (b)) using double-sided tape in parallel orientation (Figure 3.7 (c)). There were 
two advantages of using the sensor box. The first advantage was to firmly hold the 
electrodes and the PCR together. The second advantage was to secure the correct 
positioning of the electrode-PCR component inside the tibial insert. The optimum 
PCR size for this design was 17.0 × 12.0 × 0.8 mm3 procured from Inaba Rubber 
Co. Ltd. Finally the electrode-PCR components were inserted inside the medial and 
lateral condyles of the tibial insert as shown in Figure 3.8.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
Figure 3.7. Sensor box components, (a) top (b) bottom and (c) the assembly of the electrode-
PCR component is made up inside the sensor box. 
 
The sensor box and the tibial insert model were fabricated from Acrylonitrile 
Butadiene Styrene (ABS) plastic using a 3D printer (Dimension, Stratasys Co. Ltd.). 
The tibial insert was designed to hold the top and bottom components together via the 
clamps at the anterior of the tibial insert raised surface (also known as post), 
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the posterior medial and the posterior lateral condyles of the tibial insert. Referring to 
Figure 3.8, the electrodes were wired to the force sensors from the anterior and the 
lateral side of each condyle.  
The disadvantages of this design include the inconvenience of the electrode design 
and also some parts of the electrode often break due to the excessive bending during 
experiments and handling of the device. 
 
 
Figure 3.8. A complete force sensor composed of electrode-PCR and tibial insert components.   
3.3.2 Design II 
The second design was an improved version of the first design on a few key elements. 
The first improvement was on the electrode design and material. The electrode was 
designed using a freeware, EAGLE Light Edition (CadSoft Computer GmbH). 
The designed PCB was then fabricated by Seeed Technology Inc. The optimum 
thickness of PCB was 0.6 mm that trade-off on the thickness with the durability. 
The electrode was also redesigned to be wired only to the anterior side of each 
condyle thus minimized the incision during surgery (Figure 3.9).  
The sensor box and PCR size did not change, but were made to accommodate the 
new electrode design as shown in Figure 3.10. The electrode-PCR component was 
attached to the sensor box using double-sided tape. The tibial insert was made from 
ABS plastic and did not undergo major changes except an addition of fixation wings 
on each side of the medial and the lateral condyles. The fixation wings avoid tibial 
insert movement during the experiment. A complete force sensor was assembled as 
shown in Figure 3.11. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.9. New electrodes design (a) vertical electrodes (b) horizontal electrodes. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.10. New sensor box design (a) top components (b) bottom components. 
 
 
Figure 3.11. The electrode-PCR component is firmly attached inside the sensor box prior to 
position inside the tibial insert to form a complete force sensor. 
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3.3.3 Design III 
Based on the prototypes of the previous designs, the final improvement design was 
made. Figure 3.12 shows the final design of the electrodes. The thickness of the 
electrodes was identical to second design, 0.6 mm. Vertical electrodes consisted of 
separate medial and lateral condyle components and a horizontal electrode that 
combines the two sides of the condyles. The idea of separating the medial and the 
vertical electrodes was to allow each electrode to move independently without 
affecting the opposite side. The compressive force from femoral components does not 
always the same for both condyles. The knee may experience varus and valgus 
depending on many factors such as extension and flexion movement, and soft tissue 
around the knee. The horizontal electrode on the other hand is neither affected by 
varus nor valgus. The horizontal electrode is supported by the tibial insert as opposed 
to the vertical electrodes which are supported by the PCR.  
Generally, the designs for mobile and fixed bearing electrodes were almost 
identical. Besides the prosthesis factor, the PCR size also influenced the final design 
of the electrodes. The electrodes of the two prostheses differ in term of the gap 
between medial and lateral condyles and the PCR dimension as shown in Table 3.1. 
The gap of mobile bearing prosthesis electrodes is 8.6 mm, smaller than the gap of 
fixed bearing prosthesis electrodes, 20.0 mm. The size and the gap of the conductive 
tracks were also maximized to compensate for the PCR size and the placement of 
electrodes inside the tibial insert.  
The PCR was specifically manufactured by Inaba Rubber Co. Ltd. for the purpose 
of this design. The PCR was able to withstand pressure of up to 1.2 MPa. The PCR 
parameters are shown in Table 3.1. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 3.12. Design of electrodes based on different types of prosthesis (a) two pieces of 
mobile bearing top electrodes (b) mobile bearing bottom electrodes (c) two pieces of fixed 
bearing top electrodes (d) fixed bearing bottom electrodes. 
 
Table 3.1. The PCR parameters of mobile and fixed bearing design. 
 Mobile Bearing  Fixed Bearing 
Rubber Size 22.0 × 20.0 × 1.0 mm3 20.0 × 22.0 × 1.0 mm3 
Effective Size 18.5 × 18.5 mm2 19.7 × 18.4 mm2 
Note: Effective size is the effective measurement area that corresponded to the area covered by the 
vertical and the horizontal electrodes. 
 
Figure 3.13 shows each component that made up the mobile bearing tibial insert 
and similarly Figure 3.14 shows the components of fixed bearing tibial insert. 
The tibial insert was fabricated using Polyacetal (POM). The function of attachment 
guide-hole pair is to guide the attachment of all of the tibial insert components in 
place. In addition, it also provides good screw insertion depth estimation. 
Lateral Medial Medial Lateral
MedialLateral Medial Lateral
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The electrode insertion areas at the top and bottom components were designed to have 
0.6 mm depth, similar to the electrode thickness. Therefore, the middle component of 
the tibial insert is required to limit the PCR displacement around the horizontal 
electrode. 
The tibial inserts were designed to have 0.3 mm gap between the middle and the top 
tibial insert components. This characteristic is crucial to allow PCR displacement 
during the application of compressive force. The assemblies of the complete devices 
are shown in an exploded three-dimensional view in Figure 3.15 for mobile bearing 
insert and Figure 3.16 for fixed bearing insert. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 3.13. The components of mobile bearing tibial insert (a) Top component (top view) 
(b) Top component (bottom view) (c) Middle component (d) Bottom component. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
 
(e) 
Figure 3.14. The components of fixed bearing tibial insert (a) Top component (top view) 
(b) Top component (bottom view) (c) Middle component (d) Bottom component (top view) 
(e) Bottom component (bottom view). 
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Figure 3.15. Exploded three-dimensional view of the mobile bearing insert and the force 
sensor. 
 
 
Figure 3.16. Exploded three-dimensional view of the fixed bearing insert and the force sensor. 
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3.4 Signal Acquisition Unit 
The core of the acquisition unit is a microcontroller as shown in Figure 3.3. Signals 
from the microcontroller (PIC24HJ128GP210, Microchip Technology Inc.) are 
relayed to the medial and the lateral sensors via the interfacing circuits. The voltage 
reading in the form of analog signals from the sensors is then digitized by the 12-bits 
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) of the microcontroller. Finally, the digitized signals 
are relayed to the force display unit via two Digi XBee Pro S2 transceivers 
(Digi International Inc.) at both ends of the device and the computer as shown in 
Figure 3.17.  
 
 
Figure 3.17. Digi XBee Pro S2 transceivers  
 
As a safety measure, the sensors interfacing circuits are designed to indirectly relay 
signals from the microcontroller to the force sensors. The signal isolation was 
achieved via a set of optocoupler series in the interfacing circuits since there is no 
direct electrical connection between the input and output of an optocoupler 
(Figure 3.18). The signal isolation was in fact a prerequisite for medical device 
designed to be in direct contact with a patient while avoiding unnecessary risk when 
engaged in the data acquisition process. Besides isolating the signals, the optocoupler 
functioned as a switching device for the sensing elements. Current from the 
microcontroller passes through the optocoupler via input LED. The infrared light 
emitted from the LED whose intensity is proportional to the electrical signal received 
falls upon the base of the phototransistor, causing the optocoupler to switch-ON.  
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Figure 3.18. Block diagram of the force distribution measurement sensor system. 
 
Figure 3.19 shows an equivalent circuit for voltage measurement of the signal 
acquisition unit. Digital signals from the microcontroller are fed to electrodes to 
sequentially activate sensing elements. The activation signals are relayed to the 
vertical and horizontal electrodes via point A and B. When the first column of vertical 
electrodes VE1, for example, is in an active state, 16 sensing elements are sequentially 
activated by activating horizontal electrodes, HE1 – HE16. This step is repeated for 
each vertical and horizontal electrode for both medial and lateral sensors sequentially, 
thus measuring specific voltage for the area with this configuration. 
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Taking advantage of PCR sensitivity to pressure, voltage resulting from changes in 
resistance is measured by the system. The PCR resistance is inversely proportional to 
the applied force. Without external force, the PCR resistance is very high in the range 
of megaohms thus acted as an open circuit between the vertical and horizontal 
electrodes. Increase in the magnitude of the applied force, gradually decreases the 
PCR resistance, thus connecting the circuits between the force sensor electrodes. 
Since the voltage reading from the PCR is proportional to its resistance, the system 
measures voltage from the load resistor, Vout for better representation of the voltage-
force relationship using the following equation: 
3VVV CCout    (3.5) 
 
where VCC was set to 3.3 V and V3 is the voltage corresponded to the force applied to 
the PCR.  
 
 
Figure 3.19. An equivalent voltage measurement circuit of the measurement system and an 
example of switching signals that goes into point A and B. The resistance of the PCR is 
represented by R3. 
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3.5 Force Display Unit 
The force display unit is the post-processing of the voltage signals received via the 
Digi XBee Pro S2 transceiver. The voltage is read and filtered by the program to 
ensure it contains a complete set of 256 voltages from medial and lateral sensors. 
Once verified, the program proceeds to fit the voltage using the method selected by 
the user. The program allows two types of curve fitting algorithm – spline and back 
propagation neural network (BPNN). The spline method is further divided into cubic 
and quadratic splines. Both methods have two different settings of the boundary 
conditions that are either natural or predefined boundary conditions as detailed in 
Appendix A. The program allows the selection of two fitting algorithms at the same 
time. The conditioned voltage is then fitted to the spline curve using calibrated 
voltage to produce the corresponding force. BPNN method, on the other hand, 
estimates the force by means of trained data that, fed by the user into the program. 
Figure 3.20 shows the process of displaying the force.  
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Figure 3.20. A flowchart of the process of displaying the estimated force based on the voltage 
signals received from XBee transceiver. 
 
The graphical user interface (GUI) of the program was developed using Turbo C++ 
2006 (Borland Co. Ltd.). The main window of the force display consists of two pairs 
of medial and lateral display area as shown in Figure 3.21 (a). The program allows 
two methods of force estimation, i.e. spline and BPNN run at the same time, hence 
utilizing both pairs of display areas. In order for the conversion of voltage to force to 
take place, the calibrated voltages are needed in the case of spline method. This is 
achieved by a proper set up in the A area in Figure 3.21 (b). Network training in 
BPNN method was conducted using separate software and the resulting parameters 
were imported into the program via setting of the B area in Figure 3.21 (b). Finally, 
the voltage to force conversion is controlled by the button indicated in the C area of 
the same figure. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.21. Main GUI for displaying the force distribution (a) force display window (b) main 
control window.   
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The results are presented in term of 8-bit color gradient that uses a separate palette 
of 256 colors for each of red, green and blue (RGB). The lowest distribution is 
indicated by 0 and the highest distribution is represented by 255 of each RGB palette 
values as shown in Figure 3.22. In addition, the center of gravity (COG) of the 
distribution is also shown calculated based on 20% of the highest value measured in 
both voltage and force. Figure 3.23 shows a sample result when the force sensor was 
applied with 50 N. 
 
 
Figure 3.22. 8-bit color represents the density of force distribution where the lowest force 
distribution is indicated by RGB 0,0,0 and the highest force distribution is indicated by RGB 
255,255,255. 
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 3.23. The force sensor response to 50 N at 0° extension for (a) medial and (b) lateral 
condyles. The red dot indicates the COG location of the force distribution.  
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Chapter 4 
Sensor Calibration 
The PCR calibration is a very important step to find its voltage-force relationship. 
Two different calibration methods have been proposed—spline interpolation and 
BPNN. Both methods were proposed for their efficiency in fitting nonlinear curves. 
The basic concept and principle are recalled in Appendix A and Appendix B for 
spline interpolation and BPNN respectively. 
 
4.1 PCR Characteristics 
The elastomer or rubber is a well known material that has a nonlinear response to the 
external force. In order to investigate the usability of the PCR for this study, creeping 
and stress relaxation tests have been carried out.   
4.1.1 Creeping  
A 100 N compressive force was applied to the PCR for 300 seconds using in house 
customized force testing machine as shown in Figure 4.1. The device uses a load cell 
that can withstand compressive and tensile force of ±500 N (LUR-A-500NSA1, 
Kyowa Electronic Instruments Co. Ltd.). The applied force was manually adjusted by 
rotating the handle shaft of the device until the desired force is achieved—thus, it was 
difficult to obtain the desired force precisely.  
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Figure 4.1. Experimental setup for PCR calibration. 
 
Seven sensing elements results are shown in Figure 4.2, Figure 4.3 and Table 4.1 
below. Different voltages were measured for each sensing element that is believed to 
be affected by the density of conductive filler in the vicinity of crossing points 
between vertical and horizontal electrodes. In general, all sensing element voltages 
were gradually decreased from t0 to t300. A similar pattern was also observed in the 
load cell used to measure the force. The percentage difference in the measured 
sensing element voltage ranges from −1.1% to 8.0 % and the measured load cell force 
ranges from −0.8% to 9.4 % as shown in Figure 4.3. The total voltage decreased 
within 300 seconds is 6.8% for SE1, 1.8% for SE18, 4.7% for SE37, 5.7% for SE56, 
7.7% for SE74, 6.3% for SE110, 6.4% for SE113, and 8.8% for the load cell. Looking 
at the pattern of sensing element voltages and load cell force, it is safe to assume that 
the measured voltages corresponded to the decreasing pattern of the load cell force. 
Statistical analysis performed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with 
Tukey post hoc test revealed that the mean percentage difference of load cell was 
significantly larger than all seven sensing elements (p < 0.05) as shown in Figure 4.4.  
Load cell
Handle 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 4.2. Sensing elements response when applied with 100 N for 300 seconds. (a) Average 
voltage in color gradient (b) Voltage-time plot of 7 sensing elements (SE1, SE18, SE37, 
SE56, SE74, SE110, and SE113).  
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Figure 4.3. Individual sensing elements voltage differences (VSEi(tj) - VSEi(t0)) and load cell 
force difference (F(tj) - F(t0)) for 300 seconds where i = 1, 18, 37, 56, 74, 110, and 113 and 
j = 1,2,…, 300. 
 
Table 4.1. Parameters of the measured sensing elements voltage and load cell force for 
300 seconds. 
 Initial End Max.  Min.  Mean 
Mean Difference 
(%) 
SE1 (V) 2.21 2.06 2.22 2.04 2.11±0.04 4.39±1.93 
SE18 (V) 2.45  2.41 2.45 2.31 2.37±0.04 3.94±1.73 
SE37 (V) 2.77 2.64 2.78 2.63 2.70±0.04 2.77±1.38 
SE56 (V) 2.49 2.35 2.50 2.35 2.41±0.04 3.08±1.72 
SE74 (V) 2.10 1.94 2.11 1.93 2.01±0.05 4.39±2.29 
SE110 (V) 1.52 1.43 1.54 1.42 1.47±0.03 3.14±2.07 
SE113 (V) 2.45 2.30 2.46 2.30 2.36±0.04 3.86±1.73 
Load cell (N) 103.41 94.35 104.18 93.69 96.93±2.19 6.29±2.09 
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Figure 4.4. Mean percentage difference of sensing elements and load cell. The error bar 
indicates standard deviation. The * symbol indicates significant difference (p < 0.05) 
compared to load cell.  
 
Further investigation revealed that different combinations of jigs affected the load 
cell force behavior as shown in Figure 4.5. When the load cell was applied to the 
aluminum block for 100 N for 300 seconds, only 1.45 ± 0.87% of average changes in 
the reading was measured (Figure 4.5 (A)). When a PCR was sandwiched in between 
two aluminum blocks, the reading started to drift away after a few seconds and 
gradually decreased in average of 3.48 ± 0.88% (Figure 4.5 (B)). By adding the POM 
base, POM sensor holder (Figure 4.6), with and without the PCR, the voltage signals 
keep on drifting away steadily with each additional jig (Figure 4.5 (C-F)). 
Figure 4.5 (F) is the complete combination of jigs used in the previous experiment for 
assessing the characteristic of the PCR consisted of PCR-electrodes component inside 
the sensor holder, fixed at the center of load cell by the sensor holder base. The signal 
drift recorded for this setting was 6.29 ± 2.09%. 
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Figure 4.5. Load cell force differences, F(ti)– F(t0) for 300 seconds when applied with 100 N 
compressive force using different combination jigs where i = 1,2,…,300. (A) Aluminum. 
(B) Aluminum-PCR-Aluminum. (C) Aluminum-POM base. (D) Aluminum-POM sensor 
holder-POM base (E) Aluminum-PCR-POM sensor holder-POM base (F) Aluminum-Vertical 
electrode-PCR-Horizontal electrode-POM sensor holder -POM base. 
 
 
Figure 4.6. Single and dual sensor holders base to hold the electrode-PCR components in 
place during the calibration process. The larger and longer sensor holder is for the fixed 
bearing prosthesis and the smaller and shorter is for the mobile bearing prosthesis. 
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From the results, it is difficult to determine the actual signal drift that caused by the 
creeping characteristic of the PCR. However, based on the results shown in Figure 4.4, 
it is believed that the creeping characteristic of the PCR used is small and acceptable 
for the purpose of this study. 
4.1.2 Stress-relaxation 
The PCR was also tested for the effect of different time interval between successive 
applied forces. Five different forces at 20 N (22.7 ±0.7 N), 50 N (50.7 ± 1.2 N), 100 N 
(101.5 ± 1.4 N), 150 N (147.7 ± 1.8 N), and 200 N (205.3 ± 2.2 N) were separately 
applied to the PCR. The values in parenthesis indicate the actual force applied in the 
experiment. For each force, a new PCR was used to avoid nonlinear characteristics of 
the PCR affecting the measurement. Six measurements were taken between 5 (t5), 
4 (t4), 3 (t3), 2 (t2) and 1 (t1) minutes relaxation interval besides the first controlled 
standard measurement at t0 and the results is shown in Figure 4.7.  
The PCR response when applied with 20 N (22.7 ±0.7 N) at all relaxation intervals 
was closely measured with the controlled standard t0 on average of 1.19 ± 0.01 V. The 
average voltages for t5, t4, t3, t2, and t1 were 1.16 ± 0.01 V, 1.20 ± 0.01 V, 
1.21 ± 0.01 V, 1.18 ± 0.01 V, and 1.18 ± 0.01 V respectively. The voltage at t5 was 
the lowest that corresponded to 22.4 ± 0.5 N applied force. The average of 
1.08 ± 0.004 V was measured at t0 when the PCR was applied with 51.1 ± 0.7 N. After 
5 minute relaxation interval, the PCR was applied with 49.4 ± 0.8 N that resulted in 
an average of 1.00 ± 0.01 V which was the lowest voltage recorded for the 50 N 
(50.7 ± 1.2 N) experiment. At t4, t3, t2, and t1, the PCR were applied with 51.0 ± 0.7 N, 
49.9 ± 0.7 N, 52.0 ± 1.0 N, and 50.8 ± 0.8 N that resulted in 1.03 ± 0.01 V, 
1.01 ± 0.01 V, 1.06 ± 0.01 V, and 1.02 ± 0.01 V respectively. The voltage measured 
except at t0 showed good voltage representation based on the applied force in this 
force range.  
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The PCR used to measure voltage corresponded to 100 N (101.5 ± 1.4 N) only 
senses a small voltage difference of about 0.04 V. With the exception at t0 where the 
measured voltage was 2.62 ± 0.01 V, this value was higher than voltage measured at 
t5, 2.53 ± 0.01 V although similar force was applied on the PCR. Different scenario 
was observed with PCR that measure the response of 150 N (147.7 ± 1.8 N). When 
applied with 146.0 ± 1.7 N at t0 and 146.3 ± 1.5 N at t4, the voltage measured were 
2.02 ± 0.01 V and 2.14 ± 0.01 V that was a 0.12 V difference. Similar results were 
observed where 0.09 V voltage difference was measured upon applied force of 
147.7 ± 1.4 N at t5 and 148.1 ± 1.4 N at t3. The response of PCR when applied with 
200 N (205.3 ± 2.2 N) was as good as response measured with 50 N (50.7 ± 1.2 N). 
The corresponding voltages for greater forces were accurately represented by the PCR 
except towards the end at t2 and t1. At t2, the voltage reading was identical to the 
voltage measured at t3 even though the applied force was different—206.0 ± 1.4 N at 
t3 and 206.7 ± 1.0 N at t2. The voltage was further decreased by 0.04 V upon applied 
force of 207.9 ± 1.0 N at t1 in relative to the voltage measured at t2.  
 
 
Figure 4.7. PCR responses to applied force ranges between 20 N to 200 N at specified 
relaxation interval of 1 (t1), 2 (t2), 3 (t3), 4 (t4), and 5 (t5) minutes between each successive 
applied force. t0 indicates controlled voltage before the first relaxation time. 
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From the results, it appears that the PCR has different performance, although it was 
a same product that only being cut out into smaller pieces. Some of them were 
discarded because of the force distribution were obviously uneven when applied with 
force. As a conclusion, only minor voltage changes were observed with different 
relaxation time, thus, reduce the waiting time for measurement during experiments. 
Each of a PCR has unique conductive filler distributions that influence the voltage 
readings. Even within the same PCR, each sensing element measures different voltage 
assumed to be affected by the density of conductive filler in the vicinity. Thus, each 
PCR needs to be individually calibrated before could be used as a force sensor. 
The PCR also requires pre-loading prior to the calibration process. This technique is 
necessary to allow the PCR to adapt and also to reduce the risk of over or 
underestimating the voltage corresponds to the applied force.  
4.2 Calibration Method 
Figure 4.8 shows the set up for calibration experiment. An aluminum block of 
22×20 mm2, acted as the force distribution medium to the PCR between the vertical 
and the horizontal electrodes. The compressive axial force was applied to the 
aluminum block via a customized force testing machine. Four PCR was individually 
calibrated on a rigid plane inside a sensor holder described earlier. Eight calibration 
forces (0 N, 30 N, 60 N, …, 180 N, and 210 N) were sequentially applied to the force 
sensor for 20 seconds to measure the output voltage. This process was repeated 3 
times. Using these data, coefficients a, b, c and d were calculated using equation 
(A.50). Finally, the estimated force is calculated based on the voltage received from 
the acquisition system using equation (A.23). The data were also used to train the 
BPNN network. Another set of calibration to train the BPNN network was also 
conducted by applying 11 calibration forces (0 N, 20 N, 40 N,…, 180 N, and 200 N). 
Each force was measured 2 times within 60 seconds duration.  
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       (a)            (b) 
Figure 4.8. Calibration setup of the PCR using (a) single and (b) dual sensor holder. 
4.3 Calibration Results 
The force sensor was successfully calibrated using cubic spline and BPNN. Figure 4.9 
shows the fitting curves of natural spline and specified first derivatives spline of SE48 
plotted based on the calibration data. Each piecewise spline connects two consecutive 
data points together, marked by the red circle in the figure and smoothly joined to the 
adjacent piecewise spline. From the figure, only small differences can be seen at the 
loose ends of the first and last two data points of both fitting curves. It is therefore 
concluded that either type of spline can be used in this system. However, specified 
first derivatives spline was opted for the rest of the experiments. A set of data, 
represented by blue diamond was plotted on the same figure which was obtained from 
additional experiment. The data distributed well along the fitting curves, although 
with small estimation errors.  
Apart from cubic spline, curve fitting has been experimented with quadratic spline 
as shown in Figure 4.10. The performance of the two types of quadratic spline has 
been tested. The first type was natural quadratic spline where the coefficient b is set to 
0. The second type was quadratic spline which has the same coefficient b value for the 
first and subsequent spline piecewise indicated by b1 = b2 in the figure 
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(c.f. Appendix A.1). The results obtained showed that both types of quadratic splines 
could not fit the data points as smooth as the cubic spline. Thus, from the results, 
cubic spline was opted for its minimum curvature property.  
 
Figure 4.9. Curve fitting of two different types of cubic splines. 
 
Figure 4.10. Curve fitting of quadratic and cubic splines. 
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The experiments results for sensor loaded with spline and BPNN calibration data 
are shown in Figure 4.11. Comparing the ideal line with the linear regression line, 
the sensor performed very well estimating the voltage measured to their 
corresponding force in all three experiments.  The results at 32 N and 92 N were 
overestimated at 34.58 ± 4.63 N and 97.75 ± 6.71 N to the ideal line while the rest of 
data points were mostly underestimated. The percentage error recorded ranging from 
2.58 ± 1.95% to 7.39 ± 3.84% for the cubic spline, 5.48 ± 3.12% to 11.50 ± 5.71% for 
BPNN with 440 training samples (BPNN440) and 4.5 ± 2.28% to 13.71 ± 11.07% for 
BPNN with 1260 training samples (BPNN1260). The highest percentage error 
recorded for BPNN440 was at 32 N (34.58 ± 3.95 N) while for BPNN1260 was at 41 
N (35.44 ± 4.54 N). The methods showed no performance difference when tested with 
one-way ANOVA (p > 0.05). The average measurement error in the range of 
0 N − 90 N and 91 N − 200 N is presented in Table 4.2. 
 
 
Figure 4.11. Average sensor performance comparison between cubic spline, BPNN440, 
and BPNN1260 methods. 
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Table 4.2. Average measurement error of different calibration methods. 
Force [N] Cubic Spline [N] (%) BPNN440 [N] (%) BPNN1260 [N] (%) 
0–90 4.2 ± 3.0 (4.67) 5.3 ± 2.1 (5.89) 4.7 ± 3.0 (5.22) 
91–200 6.6 ± 3.5 (6.00) 7.2 ± 3.2 (6.55) 8.3 ± 3.5 (7.55) 
 
Figure 4.12 shows the spline curve generated post-calibration process. This step is 
necessary to verify the fitting curve. A new calibration is needed when an abnormal 
curve is observed or in a worst case scenario, a new PCR is required to replace current 
one in used. A linear interpolation curve was provided as an alternative to override the 
spline algorithm in case of bad fitting curve that was missed during the verification 
phase. In addition, extrapolation of the curve was also provided in the algorithm as a 
linear interpolation function to estimate the force that might be triggered by out of 
range voltage in the calibration data. 
 
 
Figure 4.12. Spline curve generated from calibration voltage. 
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Chapter 5 
In Vitro Experiment  
5.1 Methods 
In order to investigate the force distribution of the normal knee, a few sets of 
experiments have been conducted. These experiments consisted of two neutral 
conditions at 0° extension and 90° flexion and eight joint malalignments such as 
tabulated in Table 5.1 below.  
 
Table 5.1. Neutral and malalignment experiments conducted to study the kinematics of 
mobile and fixed bearing prosthesis. 
Experiment Malalignment Angle/Direction 
1 
Rotation  
(Axial plane) 
Internal 1°, 3° and 5°  
2 External −1°, −3° and −5° 
3 
Rotation  
(Coronal plane) 
Varus 1°, 3° and 5° 
4 Valgus 1°, 3° and 5° 
5 
Anteroposterior  
Translation (AP) 
Anterior 2 and 4 mm 
6 Posterior −2 and −4 mm 
7 
Mediolateral  
Translation (ML) 
Medial  0.5 and 1.0 mm 
8 Lateral −0.5 and −1.0 mm 
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In the experiments, the collateral ligaments are assumed to be equal, i.e. FML = FLL 
hence making the right side of equation (3.4) equal to zero. Therefore, the equilibrium 
of the equation is calculated based on the contact forces, Fi and the lever arm of the 
contact forces, xi (i = MC and LC).  
A customized universal testing machine (CUTM) was used to provide the necessary 
force to the tibial insert via femoral component attached to the tip of the CUTM shaft. 
The CUTM was developed in the laboratory that consists of an electric linear 
electroactuator (PWAM6H010MRA, Orientalmotor Co., Ltd.), two sliders 
(ELSM6YE035MK, Orientalmotor Co., Ltd) and a load cell (LCTA-A-1KN, Kyowa 
Electronic Instruments Co., Ltd) as shown in Figure 5.1.  
 
 
Figure 5.1. Customized universal testing machine (CUTM) used in the 
experiments.  
 
The femoral components (left knee) used in the experiments were modeled from 
Sigma Knee System samples provided by DePuy Synthes, Japan. The models were 
scanned by a three-dimensional scanner and modified to suit the experimental needs. 
Two wood models at 0° and 90° position were made by using a three-dimensional 
milling machine (MDX540, Roland DG Co., Ltd.) as shown in Figure 5.2. During the 
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experiment, the femoral component was attached to the tip of the CUTM via a holder 
that allow the component to rotate about the y-axis (coronal plane). The rotation was 
necessary to set-up the femoral lift-off in varus and valgus position. These positions 
were secured using wooden wedges specifically cut to an angle of 1°, 3° and 5°. 
Figure 5.3 shows the femoral component frame and the wedges used in the 
experiments. Since the femoral component was fixed on the CUTM shaft, all 
movement of rotation and translation were referred to the tibial insert in relative to the 
femoral component.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
 
(c) 
 
(d) 
Figure 5.2. The knee prosthesis provided by DePuy Synthes, Japan (a) femoral components 
(b) 3D computer model and wood model at (a) 0° extension (b) 90° flexion. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.3. Femoral component experimental setup (a) femoral component holder (b) wedges 
for 1°, 3° and 5° varus or valgus. 
 
The design for mobile and fixed bearing tibial insert platform is shown in 
Figure 5.4. The tibial stem was made of POM and allows the tibial insert free to rotate 
freely about the z–axis (axial plane). However, the tibial stem of fixed bearing 
prosthesis was omitted and replaced by an aluminum base. The main function of fixed 
bearing tibial stem is to hold the tibial insert securely and thus can be safely replaced 
by any kind of rigid platform that could deliver the same functionality. A hole in the 
middle of the aluminum base was made to accurately position the tibial insert. 
Two fixation holes in the medial and lateral of the tibial insert were designed to fix 
the component in place during the rotational malalignment experiment.  
 
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.4. Two tibial insert fixation platform (a) mobile bearing (b) fixed bearing prosthesis. 
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The procedure for optimal positioning and contact between femoral and tibial insert 
was performed as follows.  
i. Establish a secure tibial insert platform onto the CUTM (Figure 5.1) by a 
screw at the bottom of the tibial insert platform. Movement of the platform 
might affect the tibial insert position and thus the result. 
ii. Fix the femoral component holder (Figure 5.3 (a)) to the CUTM shaft that is 
responsible for generating the compressive force.  
iii. Load the tibial insert on the platform (Figure 5.4).  
iv. Place the femoral component on the tibial insert (Figure 5.2 (c) and (d)). 
v. Carefully adjust the femoral component holder to the femoral by moving 
down the CUTM shaft. 
vi. Adjust the AP and ML dial on the tibial insert platform to a position where 
the femoral component can be tighten to the femoral holder by two screws 
at the anterior and the posterior side of the femoral holder. 
An average of 50 N was applied to the femoral component in each experiment. 
Three measurements were recorded for each malalignment experiment. A complete 
experimental set up for both mobile and fixed bearing prosthesis is shown in 
Figure 5.5. 
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Figure 5.5. Experimental setup for (a) mobile bearing insert (b) fixed bearing insert. 
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5.2 Results 
The force sensing device has 256 sensing elements from both medial and lateral 
condyles. Besides its primary job of measuring voltage change due to reduction in 
PCR resistance, the sensing elements also contribute to the calculation of COG. 
Theoretically, correct positioning of the tibial and femoral components would produce 
a good correlation between medial and lateral COG. The location of the COG is 
described by referring to the axis in Figure 5.6. Basically, the center of PCR was 
taken as reference for x-axis whereas the center between medial and lateral PCR was 
taken as reference for y-axis.  
 
(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.6.The COG reference axis of the (a) medial bearing and (b) fixed bearing tibial 
prosthesis. 
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5.2.1 Extension and Flexion 
Figure 5.7 shows the mobile and fixed bearing COGs during 0° extension and 90° 
flexion at neutral position. The neutral position is defined as a position where the 
prosthesis is free of any malalignment. Mobile bearing (MB) prosthesis COGs at 
extension and flexion did not move very much compared to fixed bearing (FB) 
prosthesis COGs. The movement of medial and lateral COGs of MB prosthesis from 
extension and flexion were measured 0.15 mm anteriorly and 0.21 mm posteriorly. 
Meanwhile, medial and lateral COGs of FB prosthesis moved 9.53 mm and 11.07 mm 
posteriorly.  
 
 
Figure 5.7. Distribution of MB and FB prostheses COGs at 0° extension and 90° flexion. 
 
The corresponding force at the COG measured is shown in Figure 5.8. Greater 
lateral force (44.4 N) than medial force (42.6 N) was measured for MB prosthesis, but 
on the contrary for FB prosthesis where medial force (11.4 N) was measured at 
slightly higher than lateral force (10.8 N) at extension. A similar pattern was observed 
at flexion where lateral force (60.6 N) was greater than medial force (46.7 N) for MB 
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prosthesis. The medial force for FB prosthesis was measured at 69.4 N, slightly higher 
than lateral force with 1.4 N difference.  
Based on the COG and measured force, a net moment for each position was 
calculated and presented in the same figure. The net moment for MB prosthesis were 
measured at –220.96 Nmm and –421.40 Nmm on lateral condyle for extension and 
flexion. Meanwhile, FB prosthesis produced a net moment of 4.95 Nmm and 
288.91 Nmm on medial condyle for extension and flexion.  
 
 
Figure 5.8. Net force and net moment (medial – lateral) measured by the force sensor when 
applied with 50 N of MB and FB prostheses at 0° extension and 90° flexion.  
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5.2.2 Internal and External Rotation 
Figure 5.9 shows the COGs of 1°, 2°, and 3° tibial external rotation (TER) and −1°, 
−2°, and −3° tibial internal rotation (TIR) at 0° extension. The medial and the lateral 
COGs were nicely distributed on each side of the respective condyles during TER. 
The average movement of medial COGs was measured 1.74 ± 0.70 mm medially and 
0.10 ± 0.05 mm anteriorly. Meanwhile, upon 1° and 3° TER resulted in identical 
movement of lateral COGs—2.06 mm medially and 0.63 mm posteriorly. During −1° 
TIR, the COG movement was slightly greater than recorded for −3° and −5° TIR 
where the medial COG moved 2.50 mm medially and 0.09 mm anteriorly. The medial 
COGs during −3° TIR on the other hand, moved 0.66 mm medially and 0.06 mm 
posteriorly to the same location recorded during −5° TIR. The lateral COGs for all 
TIR angles moved on average of −1.07 ± 0.52 mm medially and 0.21 ± 0.00 mm 
posteriorly. The value presented is calculated with respect to the COG of neutral 
position.  
 
 
Figure 5.9. Distribution of MB prosthesis COGs upon internal and external rotation at 0° 
extension. 
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Figure 5.10 shows the COGs of 1°, 2°, and 3° TER and −1°, −2°, and −3° TIR at 
90° flexion. The medial COGs during TER were much more concentrated and moved 
on average of 1.38 ± 1.00 mm medially and 0.12 ± 0.03 mm posteriorly in relative to 
the neutral COG. The lateral COGs positions were identical at 1° and 3° TER which 
translated 0.69 mm medially and 0.41 mm posteriorly. The COG however, moved in 
the opposite direction, 2.20 mm laterally and 0.09 mm anteriorly at 5° TER. At 1° 
TIR, the medial COG remains in position, but later moved on average of 
2.65 ± 0.29 mm laterally and 0.12 ± 0.03 mm posteriorly. 
 
 
Figure 5.10. Distribution of MB prosthesis COGs upon internal and external rotation at 90° 
flexion. 
 
In Figure 5.11, greater lateral net forces were measured at all angles except at 5° 
TIR during extension that showed greater force on the medial condyle of the MB 
prosthesis. The greatest force in extension was measured at −1° TIR where 57.7 N 
and 82.5 N of forces were recorded on the medial and lateral condyles respectively. 
The force experienced by the medial condyle at −3° TIR was slightly lower at 40.7 N 
compared to the medial force measured at neutral position, 42.6 N. A similar pattern 
was recorded where 41.4 N of medial force was measured at −5° TIR. Nevertheless, 
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the opposite results were observed where greater lateral forces were measured in all 
angles of TIR compared to the lateral force measured at neutral position, 44.4 N. 
Upon −3° TIR, 56.7 N was measured and increasing the angle of rotation to −5° TIR 
resulted in a slight increase of lateral force to 57.2 N. Greater medial and lateral 
forces were measured at all TER angles compared to the force at neutral position. 
At 1° TER, 56.2 N medial and 67.5 N lateral forces were measured. At 3° and 5° TER, 
the medial forces measured were 51.8 N and 59.9 N whereas lateral condyle 
experienced forces of 57.0 N and 53.5 N. 
The results recorded in flexion position generally produced slightly lower net forces. 
The medial force measured at neutral position, 46.7 N was higher than medial forces 
at all TIR angles of 42.3 N at −1°, 28.9 N at −3°, and 30.1 N at −5°. On the contrary, 
greater medial forces were measured in all TER angles in comparison with medial 
force at neutral position. The medial force measured at 1°, 3°, and 5° TER were 
48.7 N, 53.4 N, and 47.3 N respectively. Meanwhile, the lateral force for all TIR and 
TER angles were lower than the force measured at neutral position, 60.6 N. The 
lateral force measured at −1°, −3°, and −5°TIR were 41.6 N, 30.6 N, and 33.3 N 
whereas the lateral force measured at 1°, 3°, and 5° TER were 55.6 N, 51.2  N, and 
47.2 N.  
The net moment of neutral position without malrotation measured was 
−220.96 Nmm on the lateral condyle in extension and −421.40 Nmm on the lateral 
condyle in flexion. During TER in extension, the net moment increased at 1° 
(−415.63 Nmm), then drop slightly at 3° (269.14 N) and further reduced to 
−65.26 Nmm at 5°. A similar trend was also observed during TIR where the largest 
net moment was recorded at 1° (−765.42 Nmm) then slightly reduced at 3° 
(−437.48 Nmm) and finally increased at 5° (−488.14 Nmm). A different trend was 
observed in flexion upon TER where at 1°, the lateral net moment slightly reduced to 
−287.18 Nmm from the net moment recorded in neutral position. The net moment 
further reduced to −250.70 Nmm at 3° and finally at 5°, the net moment experienced a 
slight increase to −333.05 Nmm. The TIR net moment measured at −1° in flexion 
were significantly lower on the lateral condyle, −26.95 Nmm. Increasing the TIR to 
−3° and −5°, finally resulted in medial net moment of 159.57 Nmm and 78.37 Nmm 
respectively.  
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Figure 5.11. MB prosthesis net force and net moment (medial – lateral) measured by the force 
sensor upon internal and external rotation. 
 
The distribution of fixed bearing prosthesis COGs upon TIR and TER during 
extension is shown in Figure 5.12. Both medial and lateral COGs at −1° TIR shifted 
3.77 mm and 1.38 mm anteriorly. At −3° TIR, the medial COG moved 4.95 mm to the 
posterior side with respect to medial COG at neutral position. Then, the COG moved 
4.44 mm anteriorly, close to the medial COG at neutral position upon −5° TIR. 
Meanwhile, COG on lateral condyle significantly moved 12.27 mm posteriorly from 
−1° to −3° TIR and then, moved 0.45 mm posteriorly at −5° TIR. The COGs on 
medial condyle significantly moved posteriorly from neutral position upon TER on 
average of 9.41 ± 0.10 mm. On the contrary, the lateral COG moved 5.61 mm 
anteriorly at 1° TER. The COG further moved 2.98 mm anteriorly at 3° TER and 
remains at the same point upon 5° TER.  
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Figure 5.12. Distribution of FB prosthesis COGs upon internal and external rotation at 0° 
extension. 
 
 
Figure 5.13. Distribution of FB prosthesis COGs upon internal and external rotation at 90° 
flexion.  
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Figure 5.13 shows the distribution of fixed bearing prosthesis COGs upon TIR and 
TER during flexion. The COGs movements in flexion position were relatively small 
with respect to the COGs movements in extension position. Upon −1° TIR, the COG 
on medial condyle only moved 3.75 mm laterally while the COG on lateral condyle 
slightly moved 0.82 mm medially and 0.04 mm posteriorly. Both COGs on medial 
and lateral condyle moved 0.45 mm and 0.22 mm anteriorly at −3° and −5° TIR. 
Meanwhile, the COG on medial condyle moved 5.00 mm medially for all TER angles. 
On the other hand, the lateral COG was measured 0.28 mm anteriorly at 1° TER, 
whereas at 3° and 5° TER, the lateral COG moved 0.42 mm anteriorly with respect to 
the lateral COG at neutral position. 
During TER, medial net forces were measured in extension and flexion as shown in 
Figure 5.14. The medial net force was 19.1 N at 1°, 29.4 N at 3°, and 46.7 N at 5° 
TER in extension. A similar pattern was observed in flexion where the medial net 
force was 24.2 N at 1°, 26.0 N at 3°, and 36.5 N at 5° TER. During −1° TIR, medial 
net force of 3.4 N was measured in extension and 11.8 N in flexion. However, 
opposite results were obtained in extension where lateral net force of 41.5 N and 
49.0 N were measured at −3° and −5° TIR respectively. On the other hand, medial net 
force of 14.2 N and 12.9 N were measured at −3° and −5° TIR in flexion. These 
results were consequently produced net moments pattern that matched earlier 
observations. The net moments in extension were significantly higher than net 
moments in flexion, both showed an increasing pattern from 1° to 5° TER. Similar 
observation with the net force pattern was seen for net moments in extension during 
TIR where at −1°, 54.1 Nmm medial net moments was recorded. Then, following the 
net force trend at −3° and at −5°, −794.2 Nmm and −917.6 Nmm lateral net moments 
were recorded respectively. The medial net moments during flexion were significantly 
higher the net force measured. The net moment was 866.0 Nmm at −1°, 1248.4 Nmm 
at −3°, and 1238.4 Nmm at −5°. 
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Figure 5.14. FB prosthesis net force and net moment (medial – lateral) measured by the force 
sensor upon internal and external rotation. 
5.2.3 Varus and Valgus 
Results of varus and valgus imbalances for mobile bearing insert are presented in 
Figure 5.15 and 5.16. The medial COG moved anteriorly at 1° varus, then posteriorly 
at 3° and 5° varus in extension while lateral COG moved laterally at 1° valgus, then 
posteriorly at 3° valgus. No COG movement was observed from 3° to 5° valgus. 
A similar pattern was observed for lateral COG in flexion position in addition of 
0.1 mm anterior and 2.2 mm lateral movement at 1° valgus. The medial COG in 
flexion moved posteriorly at 1°, followed by anterior movement at 3° and 5° varus. 
There was no contact between lateral condyle of femoral and tibial insert during varus 
and contrarily no contact between medial condyle of femoral and tibial insert during 
valgus. These observations can also be seen in the net forces as shown in Figure 5.17. 
In varus, net forces were observed only on medial condyle at all angles and on the 
contrary for valgus, net forces were observed only on lateral condyle at all angles for 
both in extension and flexion.  
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Figure 5.15. Distribution of MB prosthesis COGs upon varus and valgus at 0° extension.  
 
 
Figure 5.16. Distribution of MB prosthesis COGs upon varus and valgus at 90° flexion. 
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Figure 5.17. MB prosthesis net force (medial – lateral) measured by the force sensor upon 
varus and valgus. 
 
Figure 5.18 shows the COGs in extension and Figure 5.19 shows the COGs in 
flexion upon varus and valgus of fixed bearing prosthesis. In flexion, the COG tends 
to concentrate within the same vicinity for all varus and valgus angles. The medial 
COG at extension showed large movement posteriorly at 1°, then moved anteriorly at 
3° to 5° varus. A similar pattern, but smaller in movement magnitude was observed 
on the lateral COG at flexion where small movement was observed posteriorly at 1°, 
then anteriorly at 3° to 5° valgus. Different observation was seen on lateral condyle in 
extension where the COG moved in an anterior direction at 1° then in the opposite 
direction at 3° and finally moved anteriorly, much further than measured COG at 1° 
valgus. The medial COG in flexion on the other hand, barely moved in neither 
anterior nor posterior direction, but instead translated in lateral direction away from 
tibial midline. In fact, the COG moved to the end posterior corner that can be 
measured using the PCR.  
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Figure 5.18. Distribution of FB prosthesis COGs upon varus and valgus at 0° extension. 
 
 
Figure 5.19. . Distribution of FB prosthesis COGs upon varus and valgus at 90° flexion. 
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Similar to the results obtained for MB prosthesis, medial net forces were observed 
at all varus angles and on the contrary, lateral net forces were observed at all valgus 
angles in extension and flexion of FB prosthesis as shown in Figure 5.20. The net 
force measured at flexion was generally higher in amplitude where an average of 
76.3 ± 3.2 N was measured on medial condyle and 75.6 ± 5.8 N was measured on 
lateral condyle.  
 
 
Figure 5.20. FB prosthesis net force (medial – lateral) measured by the force sensor upon 
varus and valgus. 
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5.2.4 AP and ML Translation 
Figure 5.21 shows the result of AP and ML translation experiments of MB insert at 0° 
extension. In this position, posterior translation has only resulted in small posterior 
COG movement on medial and lateral condyle on average of 0.44 ± 0.27 mm. 
Conversely, 2 mm and 4 mm anterior translation resulted in 6.30 mm and 18.06 mm 
medial COG translation in anterior direction. Lateral COG also moved anteriorly for 
11.25 mm and 17.71 mm due to 2 mm and 4 mm anterior translation respectively. 
Similar observations were recorded for medial and lateral translation, which only 
moved the COG on average of 0.28 ± 0.24 mm in posterior direction. However, there 
was a COG movement recorded on lateral condyle when lateral translation was 
applied to the MB prosthesis, where the distance of new COG from neutral position 
was 4.13 mm medially. The COG on medial condyle however, only experience slight 
movement of 0.45 mm medially.  
 
 
Figure 5.21. Distribution of MB prosthesis COGs upon AP and ML translation at 0° extension. 
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At 90° flexion, anterior translation was not possible due to restriction of post-cam 
design. Figure 5.22 shows the results for all translation experiments. Posterior 
translation caused medial COG movement in posterior direction, but an opposite 
observation was recorded for lateral COG. In addition, lateral pivoted movement 
occurred as a result of 4 mm posterior translation. On the contrary, ML malrotations 
produced medial pivoted COG translation at one single point, while lateral COG 
varied in the posterior region of lateral neutral COG.  
 
 
 
Figure 5.22. Distribution of MB prosthesis COGs upon AP and ML translation at 90° flexion. 
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resulted in 11.7 N lateral net force and 4 mm posterior translation resulted in 18.5 N 
lateral net force. Lateral translation of 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm produced 10.2 N and 8.8 N 
lateral net force respectively. Greater lateral net force, 16.0 N and 18.8 N were 
measured when 0.5 mm and 1.0 mm medial translation were applied to the MB 
prosthesis. Generally, the resultant net moment followed the net force trend in almost 
all cases.  
 
 
Figure 5.23. MB prosthesis net force (medial – lateral) measured by the force sensor upon AP 
and ML translation. Positive AP represents translation in anterior direction and positive ML 
represent translation in lateral direction. 
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recorded in flexion where the net moments of −2 mm posterior translation 
(−614.1 Nmm), 0.5 mm (−470.5 Nmm) and 1.0 mm (−480.0 Nmm) lateral translation 
were greater than net moment in neutral position, −421.4 Nmm. In addition, the 
highest net force recorded due to medial translation resulted in smaller net moment, 
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−465.2 Nmm compared to similar net force for −4 mm posterior translation, 
−921.1 Nmm. Minimum net moments were observed at three translation movement 
where 67.6 Nmm was measured at 2 mm anterior translation, 52.6 Nmm at 0.5 mm 
lateral translation and 79.5 Nmm at 1.0 mm lateral translation.  
Translation of FB prosthesis in extension produced different observation than that 
obtained using MB prosthesis as shown in Figure 5.24. Significant COG movement 
was observed when 2 mm anterior and posterior translations were applied to the 
prosthesis in the corresponding direction. However, the successive 2 mm translation 
did not change the COG position as much as achieved in earlier translations. 
The anterior translation moved the medial COG on average of 10.20 ± 0.29 mm 
anteriorly and lateral COG on average of 8.68 ± 0.21 mm anteriorly. Meanwhile 
posterior translation resulted in an average of 9.19 ± 0.49 mm and 10.97 ± 0.11 mm 
medial and lateral COG movements posteriorly.  
Generally, 0.5 mm translation in either medial or lateral direction caused the COG 
to move further away from the COG in neutral position. At 0.5 mm medial translation, 
medial and lateral COG moved 4.41 mm and 3.03 mm anteriorly while at 1.0 mm 
medial translation, medial and lateral COG moved 0.66 mm posteriorly and 1.64 mm 
anteriorly. Lateral translation of 0.5 mm resulted in the movement of medial and 
lateral COG of 9.72 mm and 8.59 mm anteriorly while 1.0 mm translation caused the 
medial and lateral COG to move 6.26 mm and 8.46 mm anteriorly. Moreover, the 
COG was also moved 3.05 mm laterally and 4.53 mm medially. 
Figure 5.25 shows translations results of FB prosthesis at 90° flexion. Medial COG 
was translated 0.15 mm anteriorly, whereas lateral COG translated 0.28 mm 
posteriorly at 2 mm posterior translation. The COG only moved slightly at 4 mm 
posterior translation with respect to COG at neutral position. Medial translations of 
0.5 mm and 1.0 mm and lateral translation of 0.5 mm moved the medial COGs 
0.5 ± 0.04 mm anteriorly and lateral COGs 0.28 ± 0.00 mm posteriorly. However, 
0.5 mm medial translation moved the medial COG 0.15 mm posteriorly.  
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Figure 5.24. Distribution of FB prosthesis COGs upon AP and ML translation at 0° extension. 
 
Figure 5.25. Distribution of FB prosthesis COGs upon AP and ML translation at 90° flexion. 
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Figure 5.26 shows the net force and net moment of FB prosthesis. Generally, AP 
and ML translations resulted in medial net force except at −4 mm anterior and 
−1.0 mm medial translations. In extension, greater medial net forces were observed 
due to lateral and anterior translations. On the contrary, greater medial net forces were 
observed due to medial and posterior translations in flexion. Similar trends were also 
observed for net moment. However, the net moment in neutral position (343.4 Nmm) 
was greater than net moment measured at −2 mm posterior translation (73.2 Nmm) 
and 0.5 mm lateral translation (231.0 Nmm) even though its medial net force was the 
lowest among them. In flexion, a similar net moment pattern was observed between in 
neutral position (288.9 Nmm) and 1.0 mm lateral translation (207.8 Nmm). 
 
 
 
Figure 5.26. FB prosthesis net force (medial – lateral) measured by the force sensor upon AP 
and ML translation. Positive AP represents translation in anterior direction and positive ML 
represent translation in lateral direction. 
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5.3 Discussion  
Two neutral and eight malalignments experiments have been conducted to evaluate 
the kinematics of MB and FB prosthesis. The prostheses were subjected to rotational 
(internal and external), femoral lift-off (varus and valgus) and translation (anterior, 
posterior, medial and lateral) malalignments. Careful adjustments were made prior to 
experiment to ensure the femoral and tibial insert components at its optimum position 
in relative to an ideal intended manufacturer specification. 
5.3.1 Extension and Flexion 
Posterior femoral rollback (PFR) motion is a phenomenon that does normally occur in 
the normal knee joint. During PFR, femoral component translated posteriorly on the 
tibial bone from extension to flexion (cf. chapter 2). In a normal knee, the PFR 
generally pivoted at medial condyle.  
The distance of PFR experienced by MB prosthesis is relatively small compared to 
PFR observed in FB prosthesis. The medial PFR of MB prosthesis measured 0.15 mm 
anteriorly while lateral PFR, 0.21 mm posteriorly. This result showed a center pivot 
pattern of the COG. There was a significant PFR translation of FB prosthesis 
indicated by the movement of COG from extension to flexion. The medial and lateral 
PFR of FB prosthesis was measured 9.53 and 11.07 mm posteriorly. This result 
showed that lateral COG moved slightly more than medial COG with a combination 
of medial pivoted and bicondylar rollback motion.  
In the previous kinematics research of mobile bearing, Watanabe et al. [67] in their 
study using Dual Bearing Knee (DBK) prosthesis reported the average movement of 
medial condyle from origin was 6.2 mm anteriorly between 0° to 100° flexion, then 
4.0 mm posteriorly between 100° to 120° flexion. The lateral condyle on the other 
hand, moved 1.0 mm anteriorly between 0° to 40° flexion, then 8.7 mm posteriorly 
between 40° to 120° flexion. The kinematic pathway pattern of the prosthesis changed 
from lateral pivoted between 0° to 60°, then central pivoted between 60° to 100° and 
finally bicondylar rollback beyond 100° flexion.  
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Tamaki et al. [15] studied patients with Scorpio Non-Restrictive Geometry (NRG) 
(Stryker Orthopedics, Mahwah, NJ), a type of FB prosthesis. They found that rollback 
phenomenon was observed from −10° extension to 60°. Beyond 60° to deep flexion at 
140°, normal rollback motion disappeared, but instead experienced bicondylar 
rollback motion. The medial condyle moved on average of 0.9 mm posteriorly from 
−10° to 20° flexion, then moved 2.5 mm anteriorly at 60° and finally moved 7.2 mm 
posteriorly at 140° flexion. On the contrary, the lateral condyle moved on average of 
15.1 mm posteriorly from −10° to 140° flexion. The amount of PFR of each patient in 
medial condyle was 7.2 ± 2.2 mm, and lateral condyle 12.8 ± 3.3 mm. They 
concluded that PFR in lateral condyle was larger than in medial condyle (p = 0.001).  
In a different study [64], they observed three different patterns of movement from 
−10° to 130° using Legacy Posterior Stabilized Flex (LPS-FLEX) mobile bearing 
prosthesis. Normal femoral rollback motion was observed from full extension to 10° 
flexion, followed by lateral pivoted movement with external rotation from 10° to 90° 
flexion and finally, bicondylar rollback from 90° to 130° flexion. The medial condyle 
moved 4.0 mm posteriorly from minimum to 10° flexion, then 6.0 mm anteriorly from 
10° to 90° flexion and finally 8.6 mm from 90° to maximum flexion. The lateral 
condyle moved 6.1 mm posteriorly from minimum to 10°, 1.0 mm anteriorly from 10° 
to 90° and 8.6 mm posteriorly from 90° to maximum flexion. Similar results were 
reported by Delport et al. [113] where the average of 6.4 mm PFR on medial and 
6.5 mm on lateral condyle for FB from extension to maximum flexion. On the other 
hand, the average of 7.2 mm on medial and 7.9 mm on lateral condyle for MB 
prosthesis. 
Shi et al. [114] in their recent research reported that both MB and FB prosthesis 
(PFC Sigma, DePuy, Warsaw, IN, USA) had identical kinematics patterns with 
respect to tibiofemoral translation and axial rotation. 80% patients with FB prosthesis 
and 60% patients with MB prosthesis experienced PFR of the medial condyle on 
average of 1.4 ± 1.6 mm and 0.8 ± 1.2 mm respectively. In addition, 90% patients 
with FB prosthesis and 100% patient with MB prosthesis experienced PFR of the 
lateral condyle on average of 6.4 ± 1.7 mm and 6.5 ± 2.4 mm respectively. Three 
kinematics patterns were observed for FB prosthesis. From extension to 30° flexion, 
medial pivoted pattern was observed, accompanied by bicondylar rollback motion 
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posteriorly. Then, the medial-lateral COG line moved anteriorly via bicondylar 
rollback motion between 30° to 75°. Finally, the medial-lateral COG line shows 
bicondylar rollback motion posteriorly from 75° and beyond. Meanwhile, two 
kinematics patterns were observed for MB prosthesis. Central pivoted motion was 
observed from extension to 75°, then slight medial pivoted motion accompanied by 
bicondylar rollback motion from 75° and beyond. These data were recorded when 
patients were subjected to weight bearing deep knee bending. The average maximum 
flexion was 126 ± 3° for FB prosthesis and 125 ± 3° for MB prosthesis. On the 
contrary, Dennis et al. [115] showed small PFR with an average of 0.8 mm for medial 
and 3.8 mm for lateral condyles. Similar results were reported by Ranawat et al. [116] 
where the lateral PFR only caused 3.7 mm and 3.6 mm PFR for MP and FB prosthesis. 
These studies showed that the PFR measured varies with each other, but most of 
them found the PFR on medial condyle was smaller than PFR on lateral condyle. 
The results are in agreement with current study. However, the PFR motion measured 
for MB prosthesis was the smallest compared to the previous research. A possible 
reason for this issue might be affected by the geometry of the femoral and tibial 
component. It was assumed that the wooden femoral component was in extension and 
flexion. The wooden femoral component was adjusted digitally using CAD software 
based on the literature and technical datasheet of the prosthesis. In addition, 3D 
printed POM based tibial prosthesis model cannot model the prosthesis smoothly. 
There were traces of cutting step, especially in the tibial plateau. Table 5.2 shows the 
medial load share results from the experiments and reports from literatures. The ratio 
of medial load share measured at neutral position during extension for MB prosthesis 
was 49.0%. At flexion, 43.5% of medial load share was measured, slightly smaller 
than recorded during extension. The medial load share measured for FB prosthesis on 
the other hand showed force of 51.4% during extension. The ratio slightly decreased 
to 50.5% when applied with the same force during flexion. Werner et al. [117] 
reported a ratio of 57.3% on medial condyle. The experiment was conducted in the 
operation room by performing cruciate-retaining TKA (FB prosthesis) on cadaver leg. 
The leg was applied with 66.7 N extension force in extension position. A static 
experiment in extension position using a knee simulator with assumed body weight of 
400 N resulted in a slightly smaller ratio of 55.5% on medial condyle. The medial 
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load shares were also investigated at 33.0% (single stance before toe-off/step-up) and 
74.0% (end swing phase, just before step-down) of gait cycle. The measured medial 
load shares were 64.2% at 33.0% gait cycle and 55.3% at 74.0% gait cycle. Similar 
results were also reported by other researchers based on a complete gait cycle analysis 
[118], [119]. Beier et al. [118] described an individual medial load share ranged from 
55.0 – 85.0% during the first peak and 47.0 – 81.0% during the second peak of gait 
cycle. The load was recorded via an instrumented tibial component with strain gauge 
and telemetry device. Zhao et al. [119] used an instrumented tibial component [120] 
reported that the average medial load share of maximum load was between 55.0% 
during midstance phase, 33.0% during swing phase and from 47.0% to 65.0% during 
step-up/down cycle.  
 
Table 5.2. Summary of medial load share measured from the experiments and similar results 
from literature.  
 
Experiment Parameters 
Medial  
Load Share [%] 
Mobile 
0° Extension 49.0 
90° Flexion 43.5 
Fixed 
0° Extension 51.4 
90° Flexion 50.5 
*Werner et al. 
Cadaver leg, (0°, static) [66.7 N] 57.3 
Knee simulator, (~ 0°, static) [400 N BW] 55.5 
Knee simulator, (33.0% of gait) 64.2 
Knee simulator, (74.0% of gait) 55.3 
**Beier et al. 
Test subjects, first peak of gait cycle 55.0 – 85.0 
Test subjects, second peak of gait cycle 47.0 – 81.0 
***Zhao et al. 
Test subjects, midstance phase  55.0 
Test subjects, swing phase 33.0 
Test subjects, step-up/down cycle 47.0 – 65.0 
* Posterior stabilized TKA, FB prosthesis with modified tibial insert  
** FB prosthesis with instrumented tibial insert 
*** Posterior stabilized TKA, MB prosthesis with instrumented tibial insert 
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5.3.2 Internal and External Rotation 
Theoretically, MB insert was designed with self-alignment mechanism upon 
malrotation, thus create a lesser concern of the malrotation positioning in this type of 
prosthesis [14]. In the malrotation experiments, the intended self-alignment 
mechanism successfully played its role for both internal and external malrotation 
(Figure 5.9–5.14).  
Upon contact with femoral component, the MB tibial insert gradually rotated 
towards the neutral position guided by the post-cam mechanism of the two 
components. Complete self-alignment was observed during TIR where the tibial insert 
returned back to its original position upon contact with the femoral component. When 
1° TIR was introduced in neutral position during extension, the COG of medial 
condyle shifted anteriorly while the COG of lateral condyle shifted posteriorly. It is 
interesting to see higher net force on lateral condyle. This result was affected by the 
movement of medial COG to the anterior side, thus lowered the force on the medial 
condyle. The anterior side of medial condyle has a greater radius of tibial plateau 
compared to its posterior end, thus changed in the distribution of the force. When 
greater TIR was subjected to the MB prosthesis, lateral condyle COG relatively 
remains at the same position, while medial condyle COG shifted posteriorly thus 
redistribute the force in a way similar to that at neutral COG. The forces exerted to the 
tibial insert were significantly reduced compared to 1° TIR.  
Complete self-alignment was also observed during TER experiments with 
exception where the tibial insert did not completely return to the initial position when 
applied with 3° and 5° TER but instead returned at 1° TER position. This 
phenomenon thus offset the COG distribution at a new position. The medial COG 
error was measured on average of 1.74 ± 0.7 mm medially and 0.01 mm anteriorly. 
The lateral COG moved on average of 2.75 ± 1.19 mm laterally and 0.63 ± 0.00 mm 
posteriorly with respect to neutral COG. This changes lead to a lower lateral net force 
at 1° TER and subsequently at 3° TER, and then finally resulted in medial net force at 
5° TER. 
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 The results obtained in flexion position were slightly different from extension 
position. The self-alignment mechanism managed to align the tibial insert partially as 
opposed to extension position. There was no counter rotation observed when the tibial 
insert was applied with −1° TIR and 1° TER. Upon applying with −3° and −5° TIR 
and 3° and 5° TER to the tibial insert, counter rotation movements were observed and 
stop at 2.5° in the direction of applied rotation.   
Femoral component malrotation has gained more attention, especially for FB insert 
that does not have the ability to realign itself when experienced with rotational 
alignment malposition. Thus, it was expected for the FB insert to show significant 
force and COG changes when applied with either internal or external malrotation. 
It was also assumed that the COG translation at extension is greater than at 90° 
flexion. These assumptions were made based on the fact that changes in contact point 
in extension are more significant due to convex and concave relationship of the 
femoral and tibial components. In addition, the femoral shape in 90° has less convex 
surface that reduces sudden changes in the contact point, consequently leads to small 
changes in the COG. The assumptions were proven in the malrotation experiment 
where the results are presented in Figure 5.9–5.14.  
When the FB prosthesis was internally malrotated from extension to flexion, its 
contact with femoral component on the medial condyle became tighter, but more lax 
on lateral condyle, thus producing higher concentrations of force. In many cases, it is 
frequently accompanied by lift-off of the lateral condyle [14]. This is considered 
normal in a healthy knee where from extension to flexion, external femoral rotation 
(EFR) is a common observation [16], [19], [63], [64]. This is confirmed by the results 
shown in Figure 5.14. In extension, lateral net force was observed upon TIR because 
the rotation did not accompanied by femoral component flexion. On the contrary, 
medial net force was achieved in flexion upon TIR. In extension and flexion, the TER 
resulted in medial net force. It was expected to see this phenomenon since the medial 
force usually received higher forces with TER.  
Previous studies on the kinematics of normal knees reported that the external 
rotation of the knee throughout flexion, reached greater than 20° [16], [17]. Tamaki 
et al. [15] found a patient with FB prosthesis, experienced about 25° of axial rotation 
during deep knee flexion. This value was similar to that obtained with normal knee 
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and they found no MB prosthesis has achieved the same result. It was assumed that 
the round-on-round design contributed to the greater axial rotation. Nakayama et al. 
[121] reported that the contact stress of the post-cam of the FB prosthesis increased 
significantly with internally rotated tibia. They suggested a round-on-round design of 
the post-cam to increase the safety of the prosthesis during deep knee flexion. Shi et al. 
[114] reported that during weight bearing deep knee bending, 90% and 100% of FB 
and MB prosthesis experienced medial pivot internal rotation at 7.5 ± 2.1° and 
9.2 ± 3.2°.  
5.3.3 Varus and Valgus 
Past studies has been reported on the effect of varus or valgus on the polyethylene 
wear of the prosthesis [122]–[125]. When the femoral component is subjected to 
varus, subluxation of lateral femoral condyle occurs and with greater varus, 
subsequently caused lateral lift-off of femoral condyle [101], [117]. This resulted in 
the reduction of contact area on the medial condyle, consequently, causes higher 
contact pressure. The valgus of the femoral component results in an opposite 
observation of that alignment in varus knee.  
The force measured in extension increased with greater angles of varus and valgus 
for the MB prosthesis. The force obtained at 1°, 3°, and 5° varus showed increments 
of 1.3, 1.4, and 1.9 times of force measured in neutral position. The valgus angle of 1°, 
3°, and 5° showed similar result with 1.7, 2.2, and 2.4 times of force measured in 
neutral position. These results are in agreement with previously reported in the 
literature [117], [126].  
The current force sensor distribution system is incapable of measuring the contact 
pressure on the tibial insert of the prosthesis. However, from basic law of mechanic, 
contact pressure inversely proportional to the contact area. Thus, an increase in the 
force indicates an increase of contact area. The distribution of the force concentrated 
in a small area was observed via GUI of the device system.  
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5.3.4 AP and ML Translation 
The AP and ML translations of MB prosthesis were expected to produce slight COG 
movement in the corresponding translation direction except for posterior translation. 
Small or no change was expected for the posterior translation due to the posterior 
COG distribution pattern observed in neutral position. Referring to the COG caused 
by 2 mm anterior translation, there was a trace of medial pivoted movement towards 
anterior direction. Out of curiosity, gradual small translation was made from neutral to 
2 mm in anterior direction to investigate the movement pattern. The COG did not 
make significant movement between 0 to 1.5 mm, but an abrupt COG movement was 
observed beyond 1.5 mm within close proximity with the COG resulted from 2 mm 
anterior translation.  
Significant changes in COG observed in the FB prosthesis experiment upon AP and 
ML translation. The results obtained were assumed to be affected by the shape of FB 
prosthesis. The posterior aspect of Sigma Knee FB prosthesis has a more relaxed 
geometry or small radius change posteriorly, thus, induced less posterior constrain. 
The prosthesis has large condyle and minimal curvature on the anterior side. Small 
curvature allows greater movement anteriorly in combination with large condyle 
surface, thus moved the contact point in the corresponding direction. The FB 
prosthesis design did not only affect COG of the AP translation, but also the ML 
translation in both directions. The result obtained showed greater translation occurred 
for lateral translation as much as achieved for anterior translation. In the previous 
study, Watanabe et al. [67] recorded identical ML contact point using MB prosthesis 
with only small differences of 0.1 ± 0.5 mm medially and 0.0 ± 0.4 mm laterally. 
Meanwhile, Tamaki et al. [15] measured 4.4 ± 2.8 mm medial AP translation and 
12.2 ± 3.7 mm lateral AP translation during −10° to 140° flexion of the FB prosthesis.  
Lateral net forces were observed most of the cases for MB prosthesis except at 
4 mm anterior translation. This result was mainly influenced by the nature of the 
prosthesis kinematics in neutral position. On the contrary, medial net force was 
measured on the FB prosthesis due to anterior translation in extension. However, it 
was unexpected for the prosthesis to experience medial net force during 2 mm 
posterior translation. It was expected to see lateral net force instead, like that achieved 
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upon 4 mm posterior translation. In general, ML translation on the FB prosthesis 
resulted in medial net force for extension and flexion. Different results achieved for 
medial translation that showed lateral net force of 0.1 N at 0.5 mm and 2.6 N at 
1.0 mm medial translation. This observation was assumed to be influenced by the 
geometry of the FB prosthesis. Lower conformity design of the FB prosthesis 
compared to MB prosthesis allows greater movement of femoral component on the 
tibial component surface. Thus, consequently produce greater net force that 
corresponds to the direction of femoral component movement.  
5.3.5 Summary 
Based on the results, FB prosthesis generally performed better than MB prosthesis. 
In extension and flexion experiment, FB prosthesis showed good COG movement 
from extension to flexion. The performance of MB prosthesis on the other hand, 
slightly deviates from the expected result for both COG and the measured forces. 
The COG position of MB prosthesis further influenced other experiments, especially 
in extension position in term of the movement of COG and also the measured forces 
and consequently the calculated moment. Besides reasons explain in the previous 
sections i.e. geometry of the prosthesis, one major cause of this observation was 
because of limitation of the area covered by the PCR as shown in Figure 5.27.  
Larger areas can be covered by the PCR in FB prosthesis due to the wider area of 
the top surface. However, the shape of MB prosthesis slightly hindered in the PCR 
positioning that caused the most posterior and lateral side of the prosthesis left 
uncovered. 
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(a) 
 
(b) 
Figure 5.27. Illustration of medial and lateral condyles area covered by the PCR on 
(a) FB prosthesis and (b) MB prosthesis. 
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Chapter 6 
Conclusion   
This thesis addressed the issue of ligament balance through the measurement of force 
on the tibial insert intraoperatively in Total Knee Arthroplasty (TKA). In TKA, 
ligament balance is crucial to ensure joint stability that leads to improvement of the 
functionality and lifetime of the prosthesis. Currently, the ligament balance is 
achieved qualitatively through the use of mechanical surgery tools and computer-
assisted surgical navigation (CASN) system that provides the geometrical parameter 
of the bones. Thus, the ligament balance is primarily in the hand of surgeon disposal. 
An attempt to solve this problem, a force distribution measurement system capable of 
quantitative measurement for evaluating force concentration on the tibiofemoral 
component during ligament balancing was developed. In addition, net moments can 
be easily calculated based on the force and its corresponding location provided by the 
device.  
The force sensor, signal acquisition unit and graphical user interface (GUI) was 
concurrently developed. Three possible force sensors were designed and evaluated. 
The final force sensor design consists of PCR-electrodes component and a tibial insert 
sensor case specific to the prosthesis.  
Experiments to investigate the creeping characteristics and stress relaxation of the 
PCR were conducted. The results showed an increasing voltage pattern over time. 
Further investigation found that the result was affected by the measurement device 
and the jigs. Based on these results, it was assumed that the PCR creeping 
characteristic was relatively small and acceptable for use as an important element of 
sensing mechanism of the force sensor. In the stress relaxation experiment, the 
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obtained results indicate that each PCR has a different response to an applied force. 
It was assumed that the density of conductive filler was not the same within the 
vicinity of each sensing element. In addition, only minor voltage changes were 
observed with different relaxation time thus, reduce the waiting time for measurement 
during experiments. 
Cubic spline interpolation and back propagation neural network (BPNN) algorithms 
were adopted to fit the force–voltage curve. Calibration of the force sensor performed 
in the laboratory revealed that the device has an average measurement error of 4.2 N 
in the range 0 N – 90 N and 6.6 N in the range 91 N – 200 N using the cubic spline. 
BPNN with 440 training samples on one hand produced an average measurement 
error of 5.3 N in the range 0 N – 90 N and 7.2 N in the range 91 N – 200 N. On the 
other hand, BPNN with 1260 training samples produced average measurement error 
of 4.7 N in the range 0 N – 90 N and 8.3 N in the range 91 N – 200 N. The statistical 
analysis performed using ANOVA showed no significant difference (p < 0.05) 
between these methods. Thus, cubic spline was opted for its simplicity in term of time 
taken for data collection and calibration process.  
The kinematics of posterior stabilized mobile and fixed bearing prostheses were 
studied via in vitro experiment. Eight malalignment experiments—internal and 
external rotations, varus and valgus, anterior and posterior translations, medial and 
lateral translations—were performed at 0° extension and 90° flexion.  
Small PFR was observed in MB prosthesis, but significantly observed in FB 
prosthesis from extension to flexion. The MB prosthesis force distribution in neutral 
position showed 49% of medial load shares in extension. On the other hand, 51% of 
medial load share was measured in FB prosthesis in a similar condition. The results 
were slightly off from the previously reported literatures where the medial load share 
ratio was expected to fall in the range of 60%.  
In malrotation experiments, self-alignment mechanism of MB prosthesis was found 
to execute its role upon femoral contact with the tibial plateau. The mechanism 
successfully brings the tibial insert to its original position during extension except for 
3° and 5° TER that resulted in −1° error. The self-alignment mechanism did not 
respond much during flexion where the prosthesis successfully brings back the insert 
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at 1° TIR or TER but managed to slightly counter rotate the malrotation to a position 
of about ± 2.5°. The distribution of force during malrotation, generally higher in 
lateral condyle except at 3° TER during flexion and 5° TER during extension. 
The kinematics profile of FB prosthesis was different from MB prosthesis. There was 
no self-alignment mechanism thus increasing the net force of either in medial or 
lateral condyle. The resultant moment generally follow the net force distribution for 
MB and FB prosthesis. However, there were some cases in MB prosthesis where the 
net moment showed opposite results, specifically at 5° TER in extension, 3° and 5° 
TER in flexion and −3° and −5° TIR during flexion. 
Lateral femoral lift-off or varus, resulted in greater net force on the medial condyle 
of both MB and FB prostheses at extension and flexion. Similar results were recorded 
for medial femoral lift-off or valgus on both condyles of the two prostheses. The COG 
of AP and ML translation of MB prosthesis showed no significant difference mainly 
due to the posterior COG concentration in neutral position. On the contrary, FB 
prosthesis showed significant response upon AP and ML translation in term of the 
COG and the measured force.  
In conclusion, the force sensor distribution measurement system successfully 
developed and used to investigate the kinematics of posterior stabilized mobile and 
fixed bearing prosthesis. Current study found different kinematics of the MB and FB 
prosthesis. This finding was influenced by a few limitations described later in this 
chapter. There is also no consensus in the literature on the superiority of MB over FB 
prosthesis due to high variability in terms of the prosthesis design, patient selection, 
and different approach of surgery procedure to address the issue such as ligament 
imbalance and malalignment. Hence, a greater scale of research may provide some 
quantitative answer to current issues in TKA.  
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6.1 Limitations 
This study was carefully conducted, but there are some limitations that might affect 
the result obtained. Among the limitations are:  
i. Coding optimization of the software for reading and analyzing the voltage 
signal received from the sensor. Current method employed single threaded 
code to compute and analyze the voltage. This resulted in a low reading rate 
that caused lags in the data representation.  
ii. The custom mechanical testing machine does not have the function to allow 
loading rate, thus limit the capability to further investigate the PCR response. 
iii. The femoral component was fixed to a position, thus did not really reflect 
the movement of the component in the real knee joint.  
iv. This study only investigated the COG and force applied to the tibial insert at 
two positions, full extension at 0° and 90° flexion. The characteristics of the 
COG in between of those positions are unknown, thus created potential 
misleading results.   
6.2 Future Works 
Current research can be further expanded in the future by improving some of the 
issues encountered. The list of possible enhancements includes:  
i. Implement a multithreading method for processing the voltage signal. 
ii. Improve the degree of freedom of the femoral component to reflect better 
kinematics of normal knee joint. 
iii. Increase the range of motion in between full extension and 90° flexion that 
may provide missing dots of current research in term of the COG distribution. 
iv. Conduct in vivo experiment to assess kinematics of the prosthesis and the 
capability of the developed device.  
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Current TKA method relies heavily on the skills of individual surgeon that resulted 
in a reduced prosthesis lifetime. Research focusing on the measurement of force or 
contact pressure may provide a stepping stone to further improve current technology 
on TKA that subsequently resulted in a standard TKA procedure that may promise 
lifetime survivorship of the prosthesis. 
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Appendix A  
Spline Interpolation 
A.1 Quadratic Spline 
Let say the )(xS is a quadratic spline function, 
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where )(xsi is the second-degree of polynomial defined in the following equation: 
iiiiii cxxbxxaxs  )()()(
2   (A.2) 
for 1,...,3,2,1  ni . The first derivative of equation (A.2) is: 
iiii bxxaxs  )(2)(   (A.3) 
Since the piecewise function )(xS interpolate all data points, the equation can be 
written as  
ii yxS )(   (A.4) 
for 1,..,3,2,1  ni . Since ],[ 1 iii xxx , 
)()( iii xsxS    (A.5) 
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Equation (A.2) can be rewritten as 
)( iii xsy    (A.6) 
iiiiiiii cxxbxxay  )()(
2   (A.7) 
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Based on (A.6), )( 1ii xs can be rewritten as  
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The first derivatives of spline function must equal at all data points,  
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From (A.11) and (A.13), and letting iii xxh  1 , produce 
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From (A.8), (A.16) into (A.9) produce 
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The equation can be solved by specifying )( ii xs . For example 0)(  iii bxs , the 
slope of the tangent line equals to zero would produce the natural quadratic spline.  
If 21 bb  , then 1b can be calculated by simultaneously solving for 1b and 2b   
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A.2 Cubic Spline 
The spline principle is to fit the line smoothly so that it passes all data points of 
concern without breaking the continuity. The spline essential idea is to fit the 
piecewise function, )(xS  
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For n1,2,3...,=i  where )(xsi is a third-degree polynomial defined by the following 
equation: 
iiiiiiii dxxcxxbxxaxs  )()()()(
23   (A.23) 
 
for 1-1,2,3...,=i n . The first and second derivatives of equation (A.23) are given in 
the following equations: 
iiiiii cxxbxxaxs  )(2)(3)(
2
  (A.24) 
iiii bxxaxs 2)(6)(    (A.25) 
 
The cubic spline must confirm to four conditions as detailed below: 
1. )(xS  function interpolates all data points 
2. )(xS is continuous on the interval ],[ 1 nxx    
3. )(xS  is continuous on the interval ],[ 1 nxx  
4. )(xS  is continuous on the interval ],[ 1 nxx  
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Since the piecewise function  S(x) interpolates all data points, the equation can be 
written as 
ii yxS )(   (A.26) 
for 1321 ...,n-,,i= .   
 
Since  1,  iii xxx , )()( iii xsxS   and equation (A.24) can be rewritten as 
)( iii xsy    (A.27) 
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Based on (A.27) and (A.28), )( 1ii xs  can be written as 
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For second derivative in (A.25), let ixx   , so 
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Since )(xsi  has to be continuous across the interval, 
)()( 1 iiii xsxs    (A.32) 
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Thus, equations (A.25) and (A.32) produce 
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Letting iii xxh  1  and combining equations (A.31) and (A.33) produce 
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Letting iii Yxs  )(  and inserting (A.31) and (A.34) into (A.30) produce 
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for 1321 ...,n-,,i= . Following condition (3), the first derivatives must equal at data 
points 
)()( 1 iiii xsxs    (A.36) 
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Thus, letting 11   iii xxh  produce 
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Equation (A.39) can be represented in a matrix form in (A.40) where 11 , NM  and, 
nn NM , values correspond to 1Y and nY  that determines the boundary conditions of 
spline free ends. 
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There are different types of cubic spline depending on the choices of boundary 
conditions such as natural, parabolic runout and cubic runout splines. Besides these 
three cubic spline types, the boundary conditions can be further manipulated by 
varying the first and second derivatives. 
Natural spline is the most basic spline function that obtained by specifying the 
second derivative at both end points to zero. This means that the curve will produce 
total minimum curvatures at its loose ends.  
01  nYY   (A.41) 
 
Using (A.41) in (A.40), we can simplify the matrix by eliminating the first and last 
rows, thus yields a new matrix of ]1)2[(]1)2)][(2()2[(  nnnn   
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The second type of spline is obtained by setting the first derivative at both ends to 
have horizontal slope, that is  
0)()(1  xsxs n   (A.43) 
 
Letting ii yxs  )( , and from (A.24) and (A.35), at 1xx  , the equation can be 
rewritten as 
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From (A.36), letting nxx   and 11   nnn xxh produce, 
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Thus, from (A.44) and (A.45), 
21111 )()2( YhYhM    (A.46) 
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nnnnn YhYhM )2()( 111     (A.48) 
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Spline coefficients a, b, c and d in (A.29), (A.31), (A.34), and (A.35) can be 
represented in the matrix form below 
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  (A.50) 
for 1,...,2,1  ni .  
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Appendix B  
Neural Network 
B.1 Back Propagation Neural Network 
The back-propagation neural network (BPNN) is based on error-correction principle 
and thus, the network is trained to learn the association of the desired behavior by a 
set of input-output pairs [127],  
)}(),...,(),{( 2211 QQtptptp   (B.1) 
where pi is an input and ti is the corresponding desired output.  
An example of multilayer feedforward network is shown in Figure B.1. The 
network consists of an input layer, one or more hidden layers and an output layer. An 
input layer in this example consists of R inputs, while hidden and output layers have 
S1 and S2 neurons respectively. Bias neurons are added for each neuron in hidden and 
output layers to help them learn the pattern. A constant bias activation input is fed for 
each neuron. The bias activation value can be set to any number; however, in this 
example we use the value of 1, which is the most common practice.  
The BPNN learns the pattern by reducing output errors in each iteration until it 
reaches the minimum value possible. First, the inputs are applied to the network and 
the corresponding outputs can be calculated as 
)( 11111 bpIWfa  ,   (B.2) 
)( 211,222 baLWfa    (B.3) 
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where a1 is the output for input layer and the input for hidden layer, a2 is the final 
output for the forward-propagation. This output could be anything as the initial 
weights, IW1,1 and LW2,1 were random numbers.  
Next, the error for neurons in the output layer are calculated  
)( 222 iii aod    (B.4) 
where 221 ,...,S,i  and io is the desired output. In this layer, we assume f
2 is a linear 
function. Then, the output layer weights, 1,2, jilw  are updated based on these errors 
)()()1( 121,2,
1,2
, jijiji adNlwNlw    (B.5) 
where 
2,...,2,1 Si  , 1,...,2,1 Sj  , N indicates the iteration cycle and  is learning 
rate.  
Next, we calculate the errors for the hidden neurons, such as performed for output 
layers except with some modification since in this layer, no target outputs were 
provided. We back-propagate by taking the errors in output neurons with their 
weights  
))(1(
2
1
1,2
,
2111 


S
i
jiijjj lwdaad
 
 (B.6) 
for 
1,...,2,1 Sj  . The term )1( 11 jj aa  is necessary in the equation assuming f
1 as 
sigmoid function. Then, we can calculate the hidden layer weights by 
)()()1( 11,1,
1,1
, jijiji pdNiwNiw    (B.7) 
where 
1,...,2,1 Si  , Rj ,...,2,1 , N indicates the iteration cycle and  is learning 
rate. 
 
 Figure
 
Besides the simplest BPNN described earlier, we also trained th
Levenberg-Marquardt Back
BPNN that uses standard numerical optimization techniques. This algorithm is an 
approximation to the Newton’s method that was designed to achieve fast convergence 
by omitting the needs to calculate the Hessian matrix. The LMBP algorithm was 
described in detail by Hagan et al. in his paper 
always used in this paper that can converge up to hundred times faster than the simple 
BPNN algorithm. 
 
B-3 
 B.1. Architecture of the neural network. 
-propagation (LMBP). LMBP is a modified version of 
[128]. For practical situation, LMBP is 
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